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Abstract: 

In a post-1945-world, European countries were confronted with a range of challenges. 
Among them, they had to eventually deal with the question of how to remember their 
role in the Holocaust, and how to narrate it to the younger generations. For some 
countries the answer seemed to be clear cut; a categorisation into perpetrators and 
victims enabled an interpretation of what horrors had occurred. Especially education 
and public commemoration here serves as a medium of memory. While the Holocaust 
has an undeniable European dimension, the increasing entanglement of countries in a 
globalising world as well as with progressing European integration raises the question 
of how national commemoration changes through existing in a transnational frame. Do 
transnational challenges have an equal impact? While they and national commemoration 
are often studied extensively apart from each other, there is a negligence to investigate 
how these challenges are reflected in the public commemoration of nations in a 
comparative manner. In this discourse, government officials bring forward their 
interpretation of the past and connect it to how the nation should face the future, thus 
formulating political arguments. This thesis analyses not only the arguments formulated 
in the speeches held on the national Holocaust Commemoration Day, but also compares 
the impact of transnational challenges. The countries Austria and Germany were chosen 
because they show similarities in their historical past, being successor states of the 
Third Reich, and because of the overlap in their cultural and linguistic character. A time 
frame from 2000 till 2019 allowed for the inclusion of the following factors: the EU-
enlargement, the economic crisis, the refugee crisis, and the rise of populism. An 
approach derived from Critical Discourse Analysis and the Discourse-Historical 
Approach, as well as some of the methods rooted in Aristotle’s study of rhetoric, were 
used. The comparison enabled me to decode the construction of national identity 
through historical memory and the various influences and constraints this process is 
under in the two countries. Among other findings, the conclusion was drawn that 
transnational challenges shape national commemoration differently as the constraints 
and possibilities of the political culture depend on historical memory as well as the 
cultivated self-image which is exported abroad. My findings are relevant not only to 
understand the importance of Holocaust memory for fostering European and national 
identity, but also the way memory regimes operate in Europe.  
 
Keywords: Holocaust commemoration, discourse analysis, collective identity, European 

memory, populism 
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Introduction 

As is said, the two great achievements of Austria, was to 
convince the world that Hitler was German, and that 
Beethoven was Viennese. - Christopher Hitchens 
 

The crimes committed during the Third Reich had such horrific dimensions that it 

would later be seen as a ‘break of civilization’. In fact, the concept of ‘genocide’ was 

invented in the aftermath of the Holocaust as the legal persecution in such dimensions 

was without precedent.1 Another outcome was the creation of the European Union, built 

to ensure peace and today encompassing 28 Member States. The acceptance of the 

Holocaust as common heritage, and thus common responsibility, has been an unwritten 

condition of the accession process. However, while the memory of the Holocaust is 

attempted to be used as a unifying force, different narratives of the past have proven to 

be difficult to be reconciled under one umbrella. It may be ironical when considering 

the purpose of the creation of the EU, that it has had to endure attacks on the values it 

stands for as populist parties have grown and attempted to discredit political arguments 

formulated out of Holocaust memory. The question arises as to how European 

challenges impact Holocaust commemoration. The first country to introduce a 

Holocaust Commemorative Day (HCD) is the country which unarguably cannot deny its 

role during the Holocaust: Germany. However, it is often forgotten that Germany- or 

post-1945 the GDR and West Germany- is not the only successor state of the Third 

Reich. Austria, due to the Anschluss, can also be considered a successor state and was 

forced eventually to reflect on this aspect of its past and specifically the involvement of 

Austrians in Nazi-Crimes. The Holocaust commemoration in these two countries makes 

for a promising comparative study: Despite a similar starting point, one country was 

recognized as the ‘perpetrator’ and had to learn how to include victimhood narratives in 

the collective memory (exemplified by the case of German expellees), and the other was 

labelled as the ‘victim’ and had to learn to reflect on the involvement of Austrians in 

Nazi-crimes. As this study will reveal, these processes are far from complete.  

 

It has been widely acknowledged that national memory can only be analysed in the 

European frame, as the national and transnational levels are interconnected. And yet, 

there is a lack of comparative studies on national commemoration and studies relating to 

                                                             
1Steven L. Jacobs, Lemkin on genocide (Lexington Books, 2012). 
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the European level; especially the ways in which memories interact on these different 

levels are unexplored. It is unclear whether the challenges the EU is facing are 

impacting national commemoration in the same way- or if national commemoration is 

able to fight these challenges. Using transnational challenges as external factors 

influencing the national commemoration discourse, this study aims to investigate the 

effect of national memories existing in a transnational frame.  

 

The primary research question of this thesis is the following: How do external factors in 

the form of transnational challenges influence public Holocaust commemoration in 

Austria and Germany? Through this comparative analysis, various other aspects can be 

analysed as subsidiary research questions: How is the framing of transnational 

challenges connected to identity-construction? Which political arguments are 

formulated? Are the memory constructors consistent in the discourse? Is public 

commemoration a valid tool to contain populism? Besides these questions, this study 

sheds light on the issue of transnational memory; observations will be made about how 

or if the commemoration in both countries is connected. Furthermore, it will be 

investigated if the different ways of dealing with their past is evident in how the 

countries tackle European challenges in the commemoration discourse.  

 

The public commemoration discourse will be analysed by selecting all speeches held by 

government officials on the primary national HCD in the time frame of 2000-2019. This 

allows for the inclusion of four factors impacting the discourse: the EU-enlargement in 

2004, the economic crisis, the refugee crisis, and the challenge of rising populism. 

Following previous studies on commemoration, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) and 

the Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA) were used primarily to analyse the speeches. 

Approaches falling under the term of CDA are numerous and have been outlined by 

Ruth Wodak.2 Based on her work, Bernhard Forchtner further defines the DHA.3 While 

few studies of this kind have been conducted so far, some served as a helpful basis for 

the analysis of transnational memory; an example is Sierp’s study on Italian and 

German commemoration, which laid a groundwork to this kind of analysis.4 

                                                             
2Ruth Wodak, “Critical Discourse Analysis at the End of the 20th Century,” Research on Language & 
Social Interaction 32, no. 1 (1999): 185-193. 
3Bernhard Forchtner, “Critique, the discourse–historical approach, and the Frankfurt School,” Critical 
Discourse Studies 8, no. 1 (2011): 1-14. 
4Aline Sierp, History, Memory, and Trans-European Identity: Unifying Divisions (Routledge, 2014). 
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Furthermore, Art’s study on Germany and Austria is the first one comparing the two 

countries comprehensively.5 Richardson’s study on British commemorative days also 

aided in understanding the different angles and methods of studying HCDs, such as 

elements from Aristotle’s rhetoric study.6 Finally, Hammerstein provided a valuable 

study on how memory in West Germany, the GDR and Austria are entangled.7 

 

By choosing a focus on the primary HCDs, any other commemoration discourse is 

excluded. While this portrays a limitation, it also results in a better comparability of the 

discourses in the two countries and makes it easier to analyse the discourses as 

processes. The analysis of HCDs also means that only the institutional commemoration 

discourse is the object of the study, thus limiting the scope of the national 

commemoration discourse and reflecting a top-down approach. This approach might not 

represent the ‘struggle for memory’ by different groups. Selecting Austria and Germany 

as a unit of analysis was necessary to be able to conduct thorough research within the 

scope of a master’s thesis. Additionally, the comparison of these countries is intriguing 

as they have many similarities, yet also major differences, between them. The section of 

their handling the past since 1945 in this study is relatively brief and does not assert the 

claim of a complete account but is rather a sketch highlighting important differences 

and turning points relevant to the study. Replicating this study while including more 

countries will be an interesting future project, which could contribute to our 

understanding of the complexities and dynamics of national commemoration in a 

European or global frame. Nations as unit of analysis neglect the regional and local 

level, which, as will be elaborated on in the discussion, are necessary to consider. For 

any study concerning memory which is not confined to the scope of a thesis such as this 

one, an approach beyond nation-states is suggested. Finally, conclusions drawn from 

this study (and other studies in the field of memory studies) are limited as the concepts 

and research design used, which are necessary to find patterns, are of a rather 

generalizing nature. The current state of memory studies offers tools to engage in this 

                                                             
5David Art, The politics of the Nazi past in Germany and Austria (Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
6John E. Richardson, “Evoking values or doing politics?,” Journal of Language and Politics 17, no. 3 
(2018): 343-365. 
7Katrin Hammerstein, Gemeinsame Vergangenheit – getrennte Erinnerung?. Der Nationalsozialismus in 
Gedächtnisdiskursen und Identitätskonstruktionen von Bundesrepublik Deutschland, DDR und Österreich 
(Wallstein Verlag, 2017). 
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kind of study; however, its methods and concepts still exhibit grave flaws, which this 

study will try to avoid.8 

 

By achieving the research goals, this thesis can contribute to filling the gap on 

comparative studies concerning national and transnational levels. Studies with a focus 

on public Holocaust commemoration are scarce and usually do not focus on the 

influence of external factors, especially not in a comparative perspective. This thesis 

therefore fills an important research gap, as understanding how historical memory is 

shaped by the challenges of the present is at the core of memory studies. Furthermore, 

due to the inclusion of the refugee crisis, an impact factor is investigated which so far 

has been understudied in Holocaust studies. Especially the analysis of the impact of 

external factors on public commemoration is suggested to be a valuable tool in 

understanding the complexities of national commemoration and how national identity is 

constructed through memory, which is ultimately extremely relevant for European 

identity. 

  

                                                             
8Wulf Kansteiner, “Finding Meaning in Memory: A Methodological Critique of Collective Memory 

Studies,” History and Theory 41, no. 2 (2002): 179-197. 
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Chapter 1: Holocaust memory and commemoration in Germany, Austria, and 

Europe 

This chapter aims to fulfil two functions: Firstly, the concepts used in memory studies 

will be explained. Indeed, the study of memory is an inter- or rather transdisciplinary 

discipline which has only been developing in the last few decades. Subsequently, in 

order to reach the aims of this study, concepts from various disciplines will be drawn 

on: The linguistic nature of collective memory and narratives, the sociological approach 

towards this concept and the political dimension of historical memory are among the 

aspects outlined in this chapter. Concepts such as memory vs. commemoration, 

remembering vs. forgetting, and social vs. institutional distribution of memory will be 

contrasted.  

 

Secondly, for the purpose of providing context for the analysis, some background about 

Holocaust memory and HCDs must be provided. Thus, the different processes of 

Vergangenheitsbewältigung in Germany and Austria will briefly be outlined and 

comparative studies dealing with these processes summarized. However, only the most 

relevant aspects will be expanded upon to contextualise the public commemoration 

subject to this study. As a more general introduction to this topic, the following sub-

chapter elaborates on why history is important for identity and, more specifically, how 

the Holocaust provides a base for European memory. Some fallacies of the state of 

memory studies are outlined, offering a critical evaluation of the field this study is 

situated in and the concepts used in it. 

The link between historical memory, commemoration, and identity  

The study of memory can be approached from various angles. However, the most 

important concepts were brought forward by sociologists. Dreyfuss and Stötzler argued 

rightfully that every theoretical approach of memory ultimately rests on the foundation 

laid by Maurice Halbwachs, the French sociologist who first brought forward the 

concept of a collective, as opposed to an individual memory in the early 20th century.9 

Based on his approach, Assmann then coined the term of ‘cultural memory’, as opposed 

to ‘communicative memory’, which is characterised by its proximity to “the 

                                                             
9Jean-Marc Dreyfus and Marcel Stötzler, “Holocaust Memory in the Twenty-First Century: Between 
National Reshaping and Globalisation,” European Review of History: Revue Europeenne d'Histoire 18, 
no. 1 (2011): 69-78. 
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everyday”.10 The communicative memory thus consists of oral narratives mediated by 

ancestors; the cultural memory is characterized by its formality and transfer through 

media and education. This study concentrates on the latter form of memory. The 

concepts brought forward by Halbwachs are considered to be the basis of contemporary 

memory studies and are still revisited regularly. Gensburger, for instance, highlights 

that among the most important aspects of the Halbwachsian approach is “the ‘presentist’ 

argument”, suggesting that memory means that the past is constructed through the 

mental images of the present and the collective nature of memory.11 However, she refers 

to critics who argue that this aspect denies any historical continuity.12 Building on the 

‘presentist’ argument, Olick defines collective memory as “continuous negotiation 

between past and present”.13 Similarly acknowledging the interactive character, French 

describes collective memories as semiotic sites—simultaneously discursive and 

spatial—of ongoing debate and contestation”.14 In this context, Rothberg uses the 

terminology of ‘multidirectionality’, meaning that collective memory is “subject to 

ongoing negotiation, cross-referencing, and borrowing”.15 Collective memory itself is a 

difficult concept because it is not only broad but also vague. Additionally, it operates on 

different levels, such as the regional and local ones. It then needs to be further 

distinguished between the memory of different social strata and so on. Pakier and Strath 

summarize:  

 
The rediscovery of Halbwachs in the framework of the memory boom 
often led to essentialist views that represented the term ‘collective 

memory’ as a shared property by a social group. It is important to treat 
such memories, however, as non-essential and constructed. Collective 
memory is nothing but a discourse about past events and how to order 
and interpret them. The discourses about collective memories […] are 
usually politically instrumentalized.16 

 

                                                             
10Jan Assmann and John Czaplicka, “Collective memory and cultural identity,” New german critique 65 
(1995): 128. 
11Sarah Gensburger, “Halbwachs’ studies in collective memory: A founding text for contemporary 

‘memory studies’?,” Journal of classical sociology 16, no. 4 (2016): 396-413. 
12Ibid. 
13Jeffrey K. Olick, The Politics of Regret: On Collective Memory and Historical Responsibility (New 
York: Routledge, 2007;2013), 54. 
14Brigittine M. French, “The Semiotics of Collective Memories,” Annual Review of Anthropology 41 
(2012): 343. 
15Michael Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory: Remembering the Holocaust in the Age of Decolonization 
(Stanford University Press, 2009), 3. 
16Małgorzata Pakier and Bo Stråth, eds., A European memory?: Contested histories and politics of 
remembrance (Vol. 6), (Berghahn Books, 2012), 7. 
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I propose that in order to distance oneself from the fallacies of term collective memory, 

the term ‘collective narratives’ more fittingly points to the constructed nature and its 

origin in linguistics and is less vague. Narratives are defined as “accounts of connected 

events that allow the addressee to interpret given situations and past developments”.17 

Collective memory on one hand “emerges from language”, and on the other is also 

“structured linguistically”.18 Narratives brought forward then constitute collective 

memory. Of course, linguistics also play an important role because “anthropologically 

any ‘history’ is constituted through oral and written communication of the generations 

living together,” meaning that language is the means by which collective memory is 

transferred and created.19 As Wertsch and Roediger put it, language is a cultural tool 

functioning in combination with an agent in “distributed remembering”.20  

   

This ‘distribution of memory’ can take place “(a) socially in small group interaction, as 

well as (b) instrumentally in the sense that it involves both active agents and 

instruments that mediate remembering”.21 This shows on one hand, that 

commemoration events are instruments used by agents such as politicians to distribute 

the for them favourable version of the past. On the other hand, it becomes obvious that 

memory and commemoration are concepts which need to be clearly separated: Memory 

is distributed or constructed by an agent. This study particularly emphasises the agency 

of commemoration, as the actors bringing forward narratives are in the centre of 

attention. Besides agency, the ownership of memory is also an aspect of the process of 

commemoration. Different groups claim the right to a certain memory, and by doing so 

also accept the duties connected to it. On the flip side, claiming memory can also mean 

that benefits can be claimed with it, such as reparation payments. In the process of 

commemoration, memory cannot only be claimed, but also constructed. Here lies the 

main difference between memory and history: Historical facts might be drawn on, but in 

order to foster identity, narratives are constructed through the interpretation of the 

‘memory constructor’ which are titled memory. The narratives are usually built in a way 

                                                             
17Aline Sierp and Jenny Wüstenberg, “Linking the local and the transnational: Rethinking memory 

politics in Europe,” (2015): 321-329. 
18Jakub Mlynář, “Language and Collective Memory: Insights from Social Theory,” Slovak Journal of 
Political Science 14, no. 3 (2014): 218. 
19Reinhart Koselleck, “Social History and Conceptual History,” International Journal of Politics, Culture, 
and Society 2, no. 3 (1989): 314. 
20James V. Wertsch and Henry L. Roediger III, “Collective Memory: Conceptual Foundations and 

Theoretical Approaches,” Memory 16, no. 3 (2008): 320. 
21James V. Wertsch, “Collective memory,” Memory in mind and culture (2009): 119. 
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in which they fit the self-image of a group or are at least supplemented with aspects 

which can serve as a source of identity. The Holocaust thus serves as a reference point 

for national identities in Europe: “From 1945 onwards, and with the exception of the 

Federal Republic of Germany, virtually every European country, whether Communist or 

not, carefully cultivated its national image with reference to its immediate past and 

according to the master narrative of European ‘post-war myths’”.22 

   

According to Renan, a nation is a soul bound together by the will to live together, and a 

common past to be remembered.23 In this vein, it is not only important what is chosen to 

be remembered, but also what is chosen to be forgotten by different groups. Coming 

back to my earlier argumentation, the phrasing of Mlynář more accurately reflects this 

selection of memory by stating that one can observe “what is narrated and what is not 

narrated”.24 Thus, national identity is developed between “the two poles ‘triumph’ and 

‘trauma’”.25 In the German case, sociologists have applied the lens of a ‘cultural 

trauma’, meaning that there was a “break of order and continuity”, which can only 

“after a period of latency [...] be remembered, worked through, and spoken out”.26 He 

also states that “the imperative of coming to terms with the past experience is much 

stronger for the losers than for the winners”, which means that “the triumph of the 

winners will become part of the past, the memory of the losers points towards the 

future”.27 This quote alludes to the importance of the Holocaust as reference point of 

justifying an envisioned future by government officials in perpetrator countries. How do 

they strike a balance between acknowledging the negative heritage and constructing a 

positive national image which the population can identify with and which can be 

exported abroad? Finally, I want to introduce the concept of nations as imagined 

communities by Anderson, who, “in an anthropological spirit”, suggested that a nation 

“is an imagined political community – and imagined as both inherently limited and 

sovereign”.28 Both Germany and Austria are here interesting cases. Austria was left to 

invent itself as a nation separate from Germany, while Germany has had difficulties in 

                                                             
22Heidemarie Uhl and Sandra Forrester, “Conflicting Cultures Memory in Europe: New Borders between 

East and West?,” Israel Journal of Foreign Affairs 3, no. 3 (2009): 61. 
23Ernest Renan, What is a Nation?, (Tamilnation. org, 1998). 
24Mlynář, “Language and Collective Memory,” 228. 
25Sierp, History, Memory, and Trans-European Identity. 
26Bernhard Giesen, “The trauma of perpetrators,” Cultural trauma and collective identity (2004): 113. 
27Sierp, History, Memory, and Trans-European Identity. 
28Benedict Anderson, Imagined communities: Reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism (Verso 
books, 2006), 5. 
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disseminating a national identity stronger than the regional loyalty of many Germans. 

Besides this, they also faced the overwhelming task of creating an identity based on the 

fact that the nation had murdered around 6 million Jews. 

 Transnational memory: Some considerations 

Furthermore, memory scholars have been increasingly trying to do justice to the 

transnational dimension of memory. Levy and Sznaider were among the first to point to 

this development and brought forward the notion that national memory cultures 

transform to ‘cosmopolitan’ memory cultures.29 They are thus taking into account the 

decreasing importance of national identity by more and more people, who are finding 

their identity more so in transnational spaces. More specifically, they suggest that 

“shared memories of the Holocaust [...] provide the foundations for a new cosmopolitan 

memory”.30 What distinguishes this memory from how nations were constructed (or 

invented) before, namely through “traditional and exemplary narratives”, is that “the 

recognition of the ‘Other’ diffuses the distinction between memories of victims and 

perpetrators”, thus resulting “in the memory of a shared past”.31 Recognizing the 

experience of the ‘Other’, who in the context of this study are mainly the victims of the 

Holocaust, is thus a strategy to generate a shared past. 

  

With this transnational focus, the term ‘entangled memory’ has been introduced by 

various scholars. This terminology reflects on memory studies as it is rather general and 

applicable to all memory. This points to the fact that memory studies are built on a 

“simplistic understanding of culture as reified, clear-cut, territory-based concept”.32 The 

singular of memory implies its homogeneity and the adjective ‘entangled’ suggests that 

the relationship between different (based on this term presumably national) memories 

consist of some touching points. While this might seem as a good starting point, it fails 

to acknowledge the interactive character of memories and that they can be constructed 

to be more ‘entangled’ or less. Similar to my earlier critique, I propose the term 

narratives is less problematic. Furthermore, going beyond the depiction that narratives 

can be ‘entangled’ (although the slightly chaotic connotation of this adjective seems 

                                                             
29Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider, “Memory Unbound: The Holocaust and the Formation of 

Cosmopolitan Memory,” European Journal of Social Theory 5, no. 1 (2002): 87-106. 
30Ibid., 88. 
31Ibid., 103. 
32Gregor Feindt et al., “Entangled Memory: Toward a Third Wave in Memory Studies,” History and 
Theory 53, no. 1 (2014): 25. 
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fitting) and thus have touching points, an adjective denoting the multiple aspects of their 

relationship would be needed: Narratives can overlap, oppose each other, mention the 

other, even purposefully avoid the other.  They are thus primarily interactive narratives 

which are constructed to be entangled in some parts.  

On Holocaust memory 

Holocaust memory has many dimensions. For this study, it is important to provide some 

background about memory on a national and transnational level. Thus, the meaning of 

Holocaust memory for the EU will portrayed. Furthermore, a short outline will be given 

of how Austria and Germany have dealt with their heritage and what this means for 

their national identity.  

The role of Holocaust memory for and in the EU 

The European dimension of the Holocaust automatically results in national memory and 

commemoration being connected between countries and people through its content. The 

primary victim group, the European Jews, but also Roma and Sinti, and the general 

themes of collaborators and resistance fighters are not exclusive to one nation and can 

thus serve as a kind of ‘glue’ for transnational memory provided that agents in memory 

distribution do not seek to re-enforce the nationality of the Jews as a primary 

characteristic. Additionally, the (from the beginning of the post-war period) recognized 

perpetrator nation of (West) Germany has been under international observance of how 

they go forward with their historical guilt. Throughout time, Holocaust memory has 

been used by the EU as a reference point. National commemoration in the EU has 

certainly been influenced by existing within the European framework: Other countries’ 

commemoration as well as the EU-institutions’ commemoration are among the sources 

of influence, and vice-versa. 

  

The EU is undoubtedly using the Holocaust as an event to both draw its legitimacy and 

its identity from. Scholars such as the German political scientist Claus Leggewie have 

brought forward the thesis of the Holocaust being a negative founding myth of the EU, 

with the Holocaust as one of the seven circles of European memory.33 Similarly, 

                                                             
33Claus Leggewie, “A Tour of the Battleground: The Seven Circles of Pan-European Memory,” Social 
Research (2008): 219. 
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German historian Dan Diner considers the Holocaust as a founding event of Europe.34 

British-American historian Tony Judt underlines that the EU is ultimately built “out of 

the crematoria of Auschwitz” and that the EU “remains forever mortgaged to that 

past”.35 The Holocaust can thus be considered to be crucial in the formation of the EU 

and Holocaust commemoration is thus an instrument to strengthen this foundation. How 

important a steady foundation is becomes clear when considering that “the new Europe 

is […] being built upon historical sands at least as shifty in nature as those upon which 

the postwar edifice was mounted”.36 However, the existence of a European memory has 

been challenged by various studies. Aleida Assmann points to the fact that the memory 

of the Holocaust “extends far beyond Europe”.37 This in turn implies that the Holocaust 

might be the founding event of the EU but cannot form European memory exclusively.  

  

Holocaust memory became especially important after the Cold War. Aline Sierp, for 

instance, discovered that while the Holocaust “seems not to have been of particular 

importance before the beginning of the 1990s”, it “has occupied more space in 

European documents since 1990 than any other event in European history”, European 

documents being public documents issued by the EU-institutions and Member States 

and published in the databank EUR-lex.38 In fact, since then, every single resolution by 

the European Parliament “refer[s] to the importance of the Holocaust in defining the 

main goals of the European Union, pointing to its role as the new founding act of the 

EU”.39 

The influence of Holocaust memory on political cultures 

Before diving into the history and specificities of Holocaust memory in Austria and 

Germany, it will be helpful to consider some more general implications of Holocaust 

memory on the present. Olick has coined the term ‘politics of regret’, focussing on what 

collective memory means for political cultures. I want to highlight his conceptualisation 

of how memory can constrain political culture in two ways: “(1) by proscription, 

                                                             
34Dan Diner, “Haider und der Schutzreflex Europas,” Die Welt, 26 February 2000, accessed 31 December 
2018,  
https://www.welt.de/print-welt/article504303/Haider-und-der-Schutzreflex-Europas.html. 
35Tony Judt, “From the House of the Dead: On Modern European Memory,” New York Review of Books 
52, no. 15 (2005): 12. 
36Tony Judt, “The Past is Another Country: Myth and Memory in Postwar Europe,” Daedalus 121, no. 4 
(1992): 112. 
37Assmann, Aleida. “Europe: A community of memory?,” ghi Bulletin 40, no. 1 (2007): 13. 
38Sierp, History, Memory, and Trans-European Identity, 124. 
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through taboos and prohibitions; and (2) by prescription, through duties and 

requirements”.40 He further differentiates between the way in which memory operates 

and their mode: rational and mythic.41 He portrays these constraints in the following 

table: 

 

Figure 1: Modes and operations of cultural constraints on political cultures42 

Political cultures are thus defined “as historical systems of meaning – that is, as ordered 

but changing systems of claim-making – in which collective memory obliges the 

present (as prescription) and restricts it (as proscription) both mythically and 

rationally”.43 This conceptualisation offers an approach to compare the impact of 

memory on Holocaust commemoration in Austria and Germany. 

Holocaust memory in Austria 

It is a common saying that Austria has had the ‘blessing of late birth’ when it comes to 

their role in the Third Reich. Post-1945 it “was the universally-acknowledged claim that 

responsibility for the war, its sufferings and its crimes, lay with the Germans”.44 Thus, 

“beginning with the Moscow Declaration of 1943, Austria was established as the ‘first 

victim’ of Nazi aggression”.45 I want to point out that this also means that Austria did 

not construct the status of victim by itself, but it was also constructed in this way by the 

Allies. The narrative of complete victimhood dominated the national commemoration 

up to the ‘Waldheim affair’. This affair, put shortly, was “the controversy surrounding 

the disclosure of the previously unknown past of Kurt Waldheim, former secretary 

general of the United Nation, during his campaign for the Austrian presidency in 1986”, 

                                                             
40Olick, The Politics of Regret, 40. 
41Ibid., 42. 
42Ibid., 42. 
43Ibid., 53. 
44Judt, “Postwar Europe,” 78. 
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which “raised broader questions about the history of anti-Semitism in Austria”.46 While 

he was campaigning for the Austrian presidency, it had been revealed that, contrary to 

his statements, he had not only been involved with national socialists but had in fact 

been part of the SA. While his involvement was uncovered gradually, he kept denying it 

and hence became a symbol for “the Austrian post-war unwillingness or inability to 

adequately face the implications of Nazi abominations”.47 

  

Contrary to Germany and the UN, Austria commemorates the Holocaust on the 5th of 

May, as the liberation of the concentration camp Mauthausen in Austria took place on 

this day. This choice diverges from the European ‘standard’. The 5th of May was 

declared Gedenktag gegen Gewalt und Rassismus im Gedenken an die Opfer des 

Nationalsozialismus (Commemoration Day against violence and racism in memory of 

the victims of national socialism).48 Thus, it was decided to not include the word 

‘Holocaust’. This was done in order to “put the focus on combating violence, racism, 

and anti-Semitism. This way the memory and commemoration shall contribute to 

strengthening democratic basic rights”.49 According to Austrian historian Peter Pirker, 

the resolution in the Parliament could not have been passed without the exclusion of the 

term ‘Holocaust’, and only after pressure from the Green party had the term, ‘in 

memory of the victims of national socialism’ been added.50 The commemoration day is 

said to have been created due to the EU’s “European Day against racism and 

xenophobia”.51 

  

It is interesting that the introduction of an official HCD in 1998 was followed shortly 

after by the election of the right-wing Freedom Party (FPÖ) in Austria, which formed 
                                                             
46Ruth Wodak and Anton Pelinka, eds., The Haider Phenomenon in Austria (Transaction Publishers, 
2002), xi. 
47Ibid., xii. 
48“5. Mai – Gedenktag gegen Gewalt und Rassismus im Gedenken an die Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus,” erinnern.at, accessed 21 April 2019,  
http://www.erinnern.at/bundeslaender/oesterreich/gedenktage/5.-mai-gedenktag-gegen-gewalt-und-
rassismus-im-gedenken-an-die-opfer-des-nationalsozialismus. 
49Ibid.: “Stattdessen wird im Gedenken an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus das Augenmerk auf den 
Kampf gegen Gewalt, Rassismus und Antisemitismus gelegt. Somit soll das Gedenken und Erinnern zur 
Stärkung der demokratischen Grundrechte beitragen.”  
(Please note that all quotes from German sources were translated into English by the author and provided 
in the footnote.) 
50“Österreichs Mühe mit dem Holocaust-Gedenktag,” Die Presse, 27 January 2017, accessed 21 April 
2019, https://diepresse.com/home/innenpolitik/5160868/Oesterreichs-Muehe-mit-dem-
HolocaustGedenktag. 
51“5. Mai – Gedenktag gegen Gewalt und Rassismus im Gedenken an die Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus,” erinnern.at. 
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coalition with the Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP) in February 2000. Wodak and Pelinka 

compare the FPÖ receiving 27 percent in the national election in 1999 with the 

Waldheim Affair in 1986, as both are among the rare occasions of Austria making 

political headlines globally.52  

Holocaust memory in Germany 

Germany certainly is an exceptional case when it comes to historical memory. Both the 

GDR and West Germany were left to deal with the memory of the horrors they 

committed during the Third Reich, with West Germany taking a very different path 

from other European countries, as, after a period of silence about the past, “the process 

of coming to terms with the recent past translated into a master narrative of historical 

‘contrition’ that built on the legacy of the 1945-1947 Nuremberg war crime trials and 

remained virtually unchallenged as an official and public stance until at least the 

1980s”.53 It will be interesting to see if Austria likewise has introduced a narrative of 

contrition in the process of re-evaluating their role in the Holocaust. Kallis sums up the 

development up to the German unification:  

 
Constitutional safeguards against ‘extremism’ and a strict constitutional 

framework of power constrained by law (Rechtsstaat) became key 
aspects of a peculiar version of the so‐called ‘politics of the past’ that set 

Germany apart from other European countries with troublesome 
historical legacies from World War II. Only with the public debates of 
the 1980s and 1990s (among them, the Historikerstreit, the Goldhagen 
controversy, and the reactions to the Wehrmacht exhibition in the late 
1990s [...] did this ‘culture of contrition’ come under open scrutiny, with 

alternative frames of historical ‘normalisation’ sometimes being 

suggested, though not widely endorsed.54 
 

These frames that were set up have been relatively successful in containing “the 

resurgence of the ‘new’ European right – radical, nationalist, and ‘ethnopluralist’ rather 

than blatantly racist and populist”.55 Subsequently, there is a link between dealing with 

the past and the emergence of right-wing parties and it seems that the Austrian way has 

led to an earlier and greater success of these parties. 
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Furthermore, it is necessary to point out the intrinsic ambivalence of German 

Erinnerungskultur. While it is often praised as a great model to confront the past, there 

have also been many controversies within Germany about what to remember and to 

what extent. Voices that long for a Schlussstrich (‘final line’) were in existence long 

before populist parties re-appeared in German Parliaments. Already in 1969, “Bavarian 

Christian Social leader Franz-Josef Strauss relieved himself in public of the thought that 

‘a people that has achieved such remarkable economic success has the right not to have 

to hear anymore about Auschwitz’’’.56 Simultaneously, the student revolts of 1986 

challenged the assumption that the republic had a “democratic start” and “crushed the 

carefully constructed boundaries surrounding the postwar identity of Germany”.57 These 

two examples show the differences of generational memories and the struggle of 

agreeing as a collective on how to proceed with Holocaust commemoration. This 

struggle is ever-so-present today: The first right-wing populist party elected into the 

German Parliament (Bundestag) after 1945, the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), has 

made headlines with provocative statements and actions such as walking out of the 

Bavarian Parliament during the speech of a representative of the Jewish community in 

the course of a commemorative event.  

 

Considering that the EU is built on Holocaust memory, the question arises how German 

identity transformed with its integration. Some have argued that with the construction of 

European memory and emergence of cosmopolitan memory, Germans have tried to get 

rid of their status as perpetrator by taking on a European identity. Cohen, for instance, 

describes that “for the Germans this European identity was an asylum where they could 

escape their Nazi Nationalism”.58 However, he does not postulate that German identity 

was left behind for this new identity, but that there was de facto no national identity 

after the Holocaust.59 I agree with this in parts but want to point to the fallacy of often 

expressed arguments based on the assumption of complete discontinuity between pre- 

and post-1945. While the German identity certainly had to be re-invented in a long-

lasting process, the collective identity constructed pre-war did not simply cease to exist 

in the minds of individuals. Ironically, this described distancing from the Nazi-past 

through taking on a European identity results in or happens simultaneously to the 
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development of German research on the Holocaust.60 This is particularly obvious when 

looking closer at leading memory scholars, of whom many are German.  

 

Contrary to the Austrian HCD, the German version has been analysed in a study by 

Prinz (albeit not connecting his study to the transnational level), who himself states that 

the speeches held on this day have not been studied in-depth.61 His findings will be 

shortly presented in the following to give an overview of the commemorative event. 

This overview will then be supplemented with my own analysis of the German and 

Austrian cases in the next chapter. He stresses the importance of the commemorative 

event for German Erinnerungskultur as developed by the Bundestag, as it is the only 

yearly re-occurring hour of commemoration in the Parliament. As for the structure of 

the event, the President of the Parliament (Bundestagspräsident) opens it with a short 

speech. Afterwards, Holocaust survivors, relatives thereof, representants of victim 

groups, or the Federal President (Bundespräsident) hold the main speech.62  

  

Prinz summarizes that there has been dissidence during these events twice: in 2009, 

representants of the Jewish Council did not attend the event as they had not been 

explicitly greeted in previous years, and in 2010, when members of the left fraction did 

not join the standing ovation after the speech of the Israeli president.63 His study, 

however, due to its time frame, does not include the commemorative events on which 

the AfD- after being elected into the Bundestag in 2017- was present.  

Comparative studies on Germany and Austria 

Surprisingly few studies have dealt with Holocaust memory in both countries from a 

comparative point of view. In fact, Sierp states that comparative studies about 

Holocaust memory are generally rare, with many case studies not being connected to the 

European level.64 One of the most important works in this field was written by David 

Art, who analyses the consequences of the past on contemporary politics. He identifies 

different strategies in which the past was dealt with in both countries, particularly in the 

past two decades, resulting in different outcomes, one of which is that Austria has 
                                                             
60Ibid., 115. 
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created more opportunities for right-wing parties to establish themselves.65 However, he 

also points to the similarities in the early post-war period: 

 
Both saw Nazism as a historical aberration in their nation’s histories. 

Both viewed their own populations as the primary victims of Nazism. 
Both made only fleeting and vague references to the Holocaust. The 
political integration of former Nazis proceeded rapidly in both countries, 
and those who called for critical examinations of the recent past were 
either isolated or came from the margins of politics and society.66 
 

He also explains that the narrative of contrition accounts for differences in the two 

countries and names politicians such as Willy Brandt and Richard von Weizsäcker as 

having “played key roles in constructing and disseminating the contrition narrative”.67 

  

The comparison of Germany and Austria is especially interesting due to the fact that it 

is a “historically unique situation of an almost identical point of exit as successor states 

of not just one, but even the same dictatorship”.68 Thünemann also states that as 

successor states of the Third Reich, both have a point of reference in the Holocaust.69 

Nonetheless, scholars so far have mainly focussed on the differences of German and 

Austrian ways of coping with the past. Bauböck, for example, stresses that “there is a 

specific Austrian syndrome of repressing memories of the National Socialism era that is 

markedly different from German style Vergangenheitsbewältigung”.70 While it is 

certainly easy and logical to contrast the (after 1945) perceived ‘country of perpetrators’ 

with the ‘country of victims’, Hammerstein shows that a comparison which also takes 

into account the similarities can show important analogies and the entanglements of 

memory.71 In fact, she argues that German and Austrian commemoration is “not 

completely separated, but relates and connects to each other”.72 With this study, she has 

certainly provided one of the most in-depth and comprehensive comparisons of German 
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and Austrian Holocaust commemoration. She elaborates that the interstate level 

comparison is beyond what Norbert Frei demanded with his vergleichende 

Bewältigungsforschung (comparative study of coming to terms).73 Focussing on (West) 

Germany, Austria, and the GDR, she also re-assesses the thesis brought forward by 

Lepsius, stating that there are essentially three ways the states dealt with their past:  

namely internalizing, externalizing, and universalizing the past.74 In this matter, Austria 

interpreted national socialism as German phenomenon, as an “export-article of 

Germany”.75 As a final remark it should be noted that any comparison between these 

two countries shall not distract or deny the German guilt or the clear differences of the 

historical realities of the two countries. At the same time, it will be attempted to find 

similarities between the commemoration discourses, which ultimately will show if 

transnational factors shape national commemoration in the same way. 

Public Holocaust Commemoration 

Public commemoration, or “public rituals of confession of guilt”, are crucial for 

constructing national and transnational identity.76 They have had an important impact 

throughout the post-war period in Europe, sometimes due to its symbolic gestures such 

as the ‘kneefall’ of Willy Brandt in Warsaw. Besides symbolism, these rituals draw on a 

special discourse. Put in a nutshell, “commemoration represents a blended rhetorical 

genre that brings together the epideictic and forensic species of rhetorical argument, 

operates through a combination of praise/censure and accusation/defence, and draws on 

the special topics of (dis)honour and (in)justice.”.77 Further, Richardson points to 

political elements in commemoration as the “speeches of politicians play a subtle role in 

the garnering of public consensus, working to consolidate myths about social in-groups 

and out-groups (particularly nations), and hence contributing to processes of group 

inclusion and exclusion”.78 The political elements depend on the specific agent, which 

are generally politicians, as “public deliberation is mediated by political elites”.79 

According to American political scientist Robert Putnam, whose definition is also used 

by Art, political elites are “those who may in any society rank towards the top of the 
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(presumably closely intercorrelated) dimensions of interest, involvement, and influence 

in politics”.80 This definition underlines the top-down structure of public 

commemoration. 

Holocaust Remembrance Days 

While Germany proclaimed the 27th of January as HCD in 1995 (with the first 

commemorative event in the Bundestag in 1996), Austria proclaimed the 5th of May as 

primary HCD in 1998. The Council of Europe declared the 27th of January as European 

Day of Remembrance in 2002.81 The UN followed in November 2005. The assumption 

that the EU pushed for the introduction of HCDs on a national level might then be 

challenged. It should be noted that besides these primary HCDs, other days have been 

established in the countries relating to Holocaust commemoration. In Germany, for 

example, the 9th of November, the day of Reichspogromnacht, has developed into “a 

quasi-official holiday linking tolerance, vigilance against right-wing extremism, and 

remembrance of Nazism’s crimes”.82 In fact, Art elaborates that the day became “a day 

of public demonstrations for tolerance and remembrance”, on which politicians are also 

expected to participate.83 In the case of Austria, the 27th of January has been, 

additionally to the 5th of May, commemorated in the Parliament since 2012.84 

 

In 2000, the “Stockholm International Forum on the Holocaust” took place in Sweden, 

bringing together “a remarkably high number of heads of government, almost a 

thousand diplomats, NGO’s, religious leaders, survivors, historians, teachers and 

others”.85 As a result of a Swedish initiative, the conference itself resulted in the 

establishment of the “Task Force for International Co-operation on Holocaust 

Education, Remembrance and Research”.86 On a side note, the term ‘task force’ was 

criticised by the German delegate as a term Germany would not have suggested due to 

its military connotation.87 Another initiative which developed after the Forum was to 
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propose sanctions against Austria, which had begun to build a coalition between the 

ÖVP and the FPÖ. Probst argues that these sanctions were “in many ways problematic” 

as it was “political discrimination against a democratically elected government on 

behalf of superior values”.88 He elaborates that since “the sanctions didn’t refer to 

concrete racist or xenophobic policies of the newly established government, [...] the 

newly established government [...] was discriminated against on behalf of moral 

imperatives derived from the commemoration of the Holocaust in Europe”.89 Criticism 

about the handling of this case also included a more general challenging of basing the 

EU on the Holocaust as negative founding myth.90 However, these sanctions clearly 

show an attempt to use (European) Holocaust memory to contain right-wing populism. 

Paradoxically, a study showed that, during the Forum, “several speakers demonstrated 

nationalistic tendencies at odds with the ostensible aim of the conference”.91 

 

Relatively few studies have been published about HCDs. However, Slavíčková’s 

analysis of speeches on US Presidential Memorial Days provides a good case study for 

the rhetoric used on HCDs.92 Generally, commemorative days attempt to: 

 
•  Offer possibilities of interaction and participation, creating a public 
overall accessible frame for the organised return of the past. 
•  Provide citizens with a sense of common identity no matter how 

dispersed they may be by class, region, gender, religion or race. 
•  Offer the possibility of group representations. Nations need a stage and 
a timeframe that allow them to represent and perceive themselves as 
what they believe to be. 
•  Reduce through the promotion of a uniform interpretation of the past 

the power of competing interests and serve to advance social unity, the 
continuity of institutions and loyalty to the status quo.93 
 

Sierp concludes from these functions that which commemoration days are picked “can 

tell a lot about a nation’s state of democracy, the definition it gives to this polity, its 
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identity and the self-image it wants to convey to others”.94 She also underlines that there 

are internal and external elements of speeches, meaning that some aspects are aimed at 

the domestic and others at the international audience, and since “political relations with 

Central and Eastern European countries increased, public commemorative speeches also 

started to acquire an increasing external element”.95 This is a natural by-product of the 

European frame national commemoration is located in.  

Conclusion 

In summary, this chapter gave an overview of the conceptual considerations of memory 

studies: As basis for the study, the concept of collective memory was elaborated on. I 

argued that in contrast to this concept, the term ‘narrative’ better shows the constructed 

nature of memory and is less vague. The concepts of memory and commemoration were 

distinguished and the process of identity-construction through memory described. 

Agency was highlighted as an important aspect of commemoration. Furthermore, the 

genre of commemoration was defined, and relevant studies underscored. The Austrian 

and German way of coping with their past were briefly sketched, both exhibiting 

turning points of these processes. The main difference seems to be the full acceptance of 

historical guilt by (West) Germany from the beginning, while Austria has had to re-

evaluate its status as a victim, which was partially handed to them. However, both 

nations had to re-invent themselves after the war. An ambivalence in German memory 

culture was observed, as there is a contrast between the desire to ‘move on’ and the 

notion that Holocaust memory is a fundamental, if not the most important, part of 

German identity. There also seem to be clear parallels, as in both countries events hint 

at a certain unwillingness to deal with the countries’ past and re-integration of people 

involved with the NS-regime. Both countries have introduced HCDs before the EU or 

UN has, and both have chosen to omit the word Holocaust from the titles of these 

HCDs. Unlike most European countries, Austria’s choice for the HCD fell on the day of 

the liberation of the concentration camp Mauthausen. The national commemoration 

discourses are situated in a transnational frame, meaning that national commemoration 

also exhibits external elements and is under external influence. How these discourses 

should be approached in an analysis will be outlined in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 2: Approaching public commemoration discourse 

Having reviewed the relevant concepts in memory studies and given some background 

on both countries’ particularities, this chapter can now dive into the methods employed 

in this study. Discourse analysis might not be a new approach; however, it has been 

further developed and supplemented by scholars in order to take into account the power 

relations and social inequities which do not only become evident in discourse but are 

actually re-enforced in discourse. Furthermore, it has been proposed to understand 

discourse as a practice which is subject to change both over time and in different genres. 

Besides these two more recent developments, the methods used by Aristotle still serve 

as valuable tool to analyse rhetorical speeches. Combining these methods hence 

facilitates an interdisciplinary and multi-faceted approach to discourse analysis. This 

chapter begins with sketching these methods more detailed. Afterwards, the conceptual 

framework of this study will be established by drawing on frameworks used by other 

memory scholars.  

Aristotle’s study of rhetoric 

The analysis of rhetoric speeches ultimately has its roots in Aristotle’s studies. It is 

therefore not surprising that scholars, such as Richardson, choose to analyse Holocaust 

Remembrance speeches through a derivation of Aristotle’s rhetoric.96 Aristotle used “a 

distinction between non-artistic means of persuasion (where other texts are called upon 

and used as part of a rhetorical argument) and artistic means of persuasion, which the 

speaker needs to invent”.97 The artistic means of persuasion are invoked “through 

charcharacter [ēthos] whenever the speech is spoken in such a way as to make the 

speaker worthy of credence; for we believe fair-minded people to a greater extent and 

more quickly”, “through the hearers when they are led to feel emotion [pathos] by the 

speech; for we do not give the same judgment when grieved and rejoicing or when 

being friendly and hostile” and “through the arguments [logos] when we show the truth 

or the apparent truth from whatever is persuasive”.98 These means can thus offer a lens 

to analyse commemorative speeches; the formulation of arguments through logical 

reasoning being the logetic, appealing to the emotions of the audience the pathetic, and 
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persuading the audience of the credibility of the speaker the ethetic tool to create a 

convincing speech. Using this approach permits a better understanding of how speakers 

try to mediate their message and ultimately allows to draw conclusions on how memory 

regimes in different countries operate in the public discourse. 

Discourse Analysis 

When conducting discourse analysis, it should be specified which discourse is the 

subject of the study. ‘Discourse’, as understood by authors such as Wodak, Van Dijk, 

and eventually Foucault, is language.99 Social scientists, on the other hand, tend to 

understand discourse more abstractly, “as an element of the social, in particular relations 

with non-discursive elements”, meaning that “discourse is reduced to discourses”.100 In 

this study, the discourse analysed is only part of the broader discourse around Holocaust 

memory, as we deal with the institutional commemoration discourse. Generally, 

contrary to the standard procedure of a content analysis, this study approached the 

discourse without the initial definition of coding categories, but rather developed the 

emerging categories from the analysis, also when considering which external factors 

seem to impact the discourses most. 

 

Most studies dealing with memory employ discourse analysis. Increasing popularity has 

been gained in the last decades by the so-called Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). 

While this rather broad term does not offer one procedure to follow, it lays out some 

guidelines on how to approach the discourse. As there is not one single method of CDA, 

it becomes necessary to carefully describe the goals and methods of this study. 101 The 

critical goals of this study are: 

 

● To contrast and compare Austrian and German Holocaust commemoration  

● To assess to which extent transnational challenges shape commemoration in 

both countries 

● To scrutinize political elements in the commemoration  

● To reflect on the changes the commemoration goes through in both countries 

  

                                                             
99Ruth Wodak and Paul Chilton, eds., A new agenda in (critical) discourse analysis: theory, methodology 
and interdisciplinarity (Vol. 13), (John Benjamins Publishing, 2005), 20. 
100Ibid., 58. 
101Ruth Wodak and Michael Meyer, “Critical discourse analysis: History, agenda, theory and 

methodology,” Methods of critical discourse analysis 2 (2009): 3. 
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These goals point to the two levels of this study: the descriptive part and the analytical 

part. Especially commemoration must be understood as an ever-changing process which 

is under external and internal influence. The DHA has thus been a popular ‘addition’ in 

CDA. Slavíčková, for instance, uses the DHA of the ‘Vienna School’, being focussed 

on “uncovering ideological content in diachronic texts, and recognition of the means by 

which discourse both reflects and drives social agendas (giving even the ‘apolitical’ 

epideictic form a ‘socially problemativ’ dimension)”, and thus points to the critical 

nature of this approach.102 She summarizes the purposes of DHA: 

 
As a research agenda, DHA facilitates a complex focusing from the 
micro-context of the text, to its intertextual relations, to macro-conditions 
of ethnography, history and society. This can reveal the cumulative 
process of discursive change, over time, in context, within a genre, first 
by describing what is occurring in a single text; second by describing 
what changes (if any) are apparent in relation to parallel texts; then 
ultimately by discussing if, how and why change occurs (even, where 
appropriate, by proposing alternative discourses).103 
 

Forchtner, on the other hand, argues that the DHA, while sharing the main ideas of 

CDA, distinguishes itself through its adherence to the ‘Frankfurt School’ and thus 

“bases its critique on a foundational notion of emancipation”.104 Further, he points to the 

“three-dimensional conceptualisation” of this critique brought forward by Reisigl and 

Wodak:105  

 
• Immanent critique – problematises contradictions in the text/discourse 

internal structure. […] 
• Sociodiagnostic critique – intends to demystify propagandist, populist, 

etc. discursive practices. […] 
• Prognostic/retrospective critique – at this level, the DHA tries to 

transform the current state of affairs via direct engagement by referring 
to guiding principles such as human rights or the rejection of suffering. 
Here too, a justification of one's own standpoint is needed.106 
 

 However, many memory scholars also use elements of Aristotle to analyse discourse, 

for instance Wodak and De Cilia.107 Slavíčková points to their enhancement of his 

                                                             
102Slavíčková, “The rhetoric of remembrance: Presidential Memorial Day speeches,” 363. 
103Ibid.  
104Forchtner, “Critique, the discourse–historical approach, and the Frankfurt School.”  
105Martin Reisigl and Ruth Wodak, Discourse and Discrimination: Rhetorics of Racism and Antisemitism 
(Routledge, 2001;2005;2000), 32f, 268, In Forchtner, “Critique, the discourse–historical approach, and 
the Frankfurt School.” 
106Forchtner, “Critique, the discourse–historical approach, and the Frankfurt School.”  
107Ruth Wodak and Rudolf De Cillia, “Commemorating the past: The discursive construction of official 
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“individual-oriented assertion that commemorative speeches ‘assign praise or blame to 

certain moments of a nation’s past or present’”.108 It is thus not a question of choosing 

one or the other, but rather combining the elements to best suit the specific study 

format. 

 

Following Richardson, this study is concerned with “the rhetorical use of the past in the 

construction of political arguments regarding (collective) identity and (shared) 

values”.109 He is rooting this approach in Forchtner’s work on how lessons from the past 

can be narrated.110 Adding to this approach, this study is differentiating between the 

construction of national and European identity, as well as analysing how recent 

European challenges (as outlined above) have influenced this construction of political 

arguments.  

 

While there are bound to be differences in the data due to the different chosen dates 

(such as a focus on Auschwitz vs. Mauthausen), these differences will be given due 

consideration in the comparison. Although the choice of invited speakers, the focus of 

their speeches and their biographies will be considered, the speeches held by the 

German and Austrian government officials constitute the main data for this study. This 

is done in order to make the data more comparable and reach more authentic 

conclusions about how the discourse changes. While music and even theatre plays were 

incorporated into the commemorative events, these will not be subject of this study.  

Frameworks in memory studies 

Various scholars dealing with memory have brought forward frameworks to better 

conceptualise institutional memory and the aspect of agency. According to Kantsteiner, 

there are ‘memory makers’ and ‘memory consumers’.111 The commemoration discourse 

can then be seen as communication between memory makers and consumers, although 

the term ‘consumption’ accurately points to its one-sidedness. Similarly, Langenbacher 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
narratives about the ‘Rebirth of the Second Austrian Republic’,” Discourse & Communication 1, (2000): 
337-363. 
108Slavíčková, “The rhetoric of remembrance: Presidential Memorial Day speeches,” 371. 
109Richardson, “Sharing values to safeguard the future.” 
110Bernhard Forchtner, Lessons from the Past? Memory, Narrativity and Subjectivity (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2016). 
111Wulf Kantsteiner, “Finding meaning in memory.” 
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is often cited on his works about memory regimes in Germany.112 Finally, Littoz-

Monnet uses the framework of  ‘memory frames’ in her study about EU-memory 

politics.113 This framework is argued to focus on the interpretative process and is 

different from the concept of memory culture as memory frames “are much more 

specific discourses applying to a given historical event or period”.114 For example, she 

sees the Holocaust as a founding event of the EU as a memory frame. Richardson 

concludes that “rhetorical arguments, schemes and tropes are utilised in 

commemoration as part of pedagogic—and persuasive – strategies aimed at achieving 

communication between various institutionalised ‘memory makers’ and ‘memory 

consumers’”.115 The conceptual framework used for this study can thus be portrayed as 

the following: 

 

 

Figure 2: Conceptual framework of this study 

 

This figure also shows that the reception of the public Holocaust commemoration 

discourse by the broad society, the ‘memory consumers’, lies outside the focus of this 

study. However, remarks will be made about the target audience and the dissemination 

of the event. Furthermore, it is important to explain that the reasoning behind labelling 

transnational challenges as ‘external’ factors in this study was to stress that these factors 

have not been inherent in the Holocaust commemoration discourse as being mandatory 

                                                             
112Eric Langenbacher, “Twenty-first century memory regimes in Germany and Poland: An analysis of 
elite discourses and public opinion,” German Politics and Society 26, no. 4 (2008): 50-81. 
113Annabelle Littoz-Monnet, “The EU politics of remembrance: Can Europeans remember together?,” 
West European Politics 35, no. 5 (2012): 1182-1202. 
114Ibid., 1186. 
115Richardson, “Sharing values to safeguard the future.” 
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elements but were rather external elements which were chosen by politicians to be 

included in the commemoration discourse. The adjective ‘external’ is not meant to 

denote the factors as being exclusively European phenomena; this term helps to express 

the assumption that national commemoration, while it certainly underlies national 

particularities, is impacted by transnational factors to a great extent. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I established the conceptual framework of this study: Memory regimes 

use public Holocaust commemoration, inter alia, to mediate collective narratives to 

memory consumers (i.e. the broad population), thus resting on a top-down structure. 

This study seeks to answer the question of how transnational challenges, and thus 

external factors, influence the national public commemoration discourse. This discourse 

will be analysed through both more recent considerations on discourse analysis as well 

as elements of Aristotle’s study of the system of rhetoric. The chosen methodology 

enables me to not only answer the main research question but also reach some more 

general goals, such as to reflect on the changing nature of the commemoration 

discourses and the contrasts between German and Austrian public commemoration. To 

sum up, I elaborated on the methodology and conceptual framework to lay the basis for 

the following chapter, in which the chosen discourse is analysed. 
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Chapter 3: Holocaust Commemorative Days in Austria and Germany 

In the subsequent analysis, the sub-chapters are divided into the four external factors, 

namely the economic and refugee crisis, EU-enlargement and rising populism. An 

overview is provided of when these aspects visibly impact the discourse, followed by 

more in-depth observations. Additional sub-chapters were included to give space to 

other themes which showed interesting perspectives to contrast Austrian and German 

commemoration. To begin with, the first sub-chapter delves into the characteristics and 

context of the speeches to foster a base for interpreting other aspects in the comparison. 

It also includes some quantitative description of the data as it shows the length of the 

speeches as well as which politicians gave them.  

The context of the speeches 

In order to be able to properly interpret the discourse, the context of the speeches has to 

be provided. Both countries chose their capital and national Parliament as the location 

of the commemorative event. However, until 1999 the Bundestag still assembled in the 

city of Bonn, meaning that along with the institution, the commemorative event moved. 

The year 2000 marked the first HCD with the relocated government in Berlin. This is 

reflected on in the speeches: “We are all aware that many people in the whole world 

look at our new old capital sceptically and woefully. Because Berlin was the central of 

the perpetrators. The move to Berlin means that we have to face exactly this chapter of 

our history”.116 Choosing the capital, however, also makes it clear that this is Holocaust 

commemoration from a centralist perspective, reflecting on the nation as a whole and 

aiming at strengthening the collective identity. As the main audience present at the 

event are politicians, it is also suggested that this is an elitist discourse which might not 

reach as broad of an audience as one would wish. In fact, it seems peculiar that the HCD 

is not regularly televised by the public TV channels as this narrows down the audience 

reached. This is reflected on by Norbert Lammert in 2008: “I would have surely found it 

appropriate for this central public event in the German Parliament to be broadcast in the 

main program of one of the both TV channels that are governed by public law […]  

                                                             
116Wolfgang Thierse, “27. Januar - Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten Wolfgang Thierse,” 
Die Bundesregierung, 17 February 2000: “Uns allen ist bewusst, dass viele Menschen in aller Welt unsere 
neue alte Hauptstadt mit Skepsis und Sorge betrachten. Denn Berlin war die Zentrale der Täter. Der 
Umzug nach Berlin bedeutet, dass wir uns gerade diesem Kapitel unserer Geschichte stellen.” 
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especially looking at the simultaneous offer”.117 In 2013, it was said that the Parliament 

is the fitting place to commemorate the Holocaust as “it is a silent witness of the 

demolition of our democracy 80 years ago”.118 In this year, the event was broadcast by a 

private TV channel, but “it would be especially nice if ARD and ZDF [i.e. the channels 

governed by public law] [...] would mediate this communal yearly commemoration and 

the political will of all democracies in a broad publicity in the main program”.119 

Austrian channels also seem to be very selective in when they broadcasted the event: 

The ORF, the only channel regulated by public law in Austria, broadcast the event in 

2015 under the rubric of “Commemoration year 2015”, and the speech of Michael 

Köhlmeier in 2018.120 This is interesting because especially Austrian politicians stress 

that the commemorative event is inclusive of the whole society. 

 

The setting in the national Parliaments is bound to provide a rather official atmosphere. 

In the Austrian case, the historical character of the rooms (as these change in some 

years) provide more of a ceremonial, sometimes almost celebratory tone (see photo 1 in 

the annex). The German setting looks rather neutral and conveys a comparatively 

mournful atmosphere. One main difference is that in some of the rooms in the Austrian 

Parliament, there are rows of chairs meaning that attendees can choose their seat instead 

of having to sit with their fraction, which is the case for only some of the Austrian 

HCDs and all of the German HCDs. Rather than just being present, the fractions in the 

Austrian Parliament in some years even have the possibility to deliver speeches, 

reflecting a more interactive approach to commemoration. 

 

                                                             
117Norbert Lammert, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 25. Januar 2008 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
Dr. Norbert Lammert,” Die Bundesregierung, 27 January 2008: “Ich hätte es übrigens für durchaus 
angemessen gehalten, wenn diese zentrale öffentliche Veranstaltung im deutschen Parlament im 
Hauptprogramm einer der beiden öffentlich-rechtlichen Fernsehanstalten übertragen würde…gerade mit 

Blick auf die gleichzeitigen Programmangebote.”  
118Norbert Lammert, “Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - Gedenkstunde des 
Deutschen Bundestages am 30. Januar 2013 - Rede des Bundestagspräsidenten Dr. Norbert Lammert,” 
Die Bundesregierung, 30 January 2013: “Der Reichstag ist stummer Zeuge der Demontage unserer ersten 
Demokratie vor 80 Jahren. Deshalb ist er der richtige Ort, um öffentlich als Staat und Gesellschaft den 
Toten Ehre zu erweisen.” 
119Ibid.: “Noch schöner wäre es, wenn es auch ARD und ZDF, wie wir, wichtig genug fänden, dieses 
gemeinsame jährliche Gedenken und den politischen Willen aller Demokratien einer breiten 
Öffentlichkeit im Hauptprogramm öffentlich-rechtlicher Sendeanstalten zu vermitteln.”  
120“Gedenktag gegen Gewalt und Rassismus – Im Gedenken an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” ORF 
TVTHEK, 5 May 2015, accessed 7 July 2019, https://api-tvthek.orf.at/search?q=gedenktag rassismus. 
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In the German discourse, public commemoration is not just reflected on but also 

justified. It is stated that “it belongs to our national self-conception that we do not make 

the dealing with our past a private matter of every individual. We cannot and do not 

want to do without public commemoration”.121 Indeed, public commemoration is 

justified and evaluated much more in German speeches. In 2001, the question “Who 

does not know the suspicion that public commemoration would be a special form of 

good conduct vis-a-vis foreign countries?” is formulated.122 However, no attempt of 

diffusing this accusation is made. The commemoration is then linked to politics as “the 

image, we make out of our past, determines our political present”, thus acknowledging 

the power of using memory in the contemporary political culture.123 In 2019, it is stated 

that because dealing with one’s history is the future of every country, 

“Erinnerungskultur is not solely the object of the civil society, but it also belongs to the 

stately tasks”.124 The German Parliament thus continuously justifies not only the 

introduction of a public commemorative day, but also the necessity of public 

commemoration in contrast to private commemoration, eliminating any space for the 

yearning for a ‘final line’. 

 

In the Austrian case, it is interesting to look at who is attending the commemoration. In 

2003, for example, Kurt Waldheim was among the attendees and was welcomed in the 

speeches. Oskar Deutsch, the head of the Israelitische Kulturgemeinde Wien, on the 

other hand, was for some time refusing to attend. In 2018, his absenteeism was noted in 

the speeches; the following year he attended the event. In 2003, it was stated that “the 

republic is gathered here today”.125 Similarly to the German speakers, the message is 

                                                             
121Thierse, “27. Januar - Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 17 February 2000: 
“Es gehört zu unserem nationalen Selbstverständnis, dass wir den Umgang mit unserer Geschichte nicht 
zur Privatsache jedes Einzelnen erklären. Wir können und wollen auf öffentliches Gedenken nicht 
verzichten.” 
122Rau, Johannes, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - Gedenkstunde 
des Deutschen Bundestages am 27. Januar 2001 - Ansprache von Bundespräsident Johannes Rau,” Die 
Bundesregierung, 27 January 2001: “Wer kennt nicht den Verdacht, das öffentliche Erinnern sei eine 
besondere Form des Wohlverhaltens gegenüber dem Ausland?” 
123Ibid.: “Das Bild, das wir uns von der Vergangenheit machen, bestimmt unsere politische Gegenwart.” 
124Wolfgang Schäuble, “Rede von Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble zur Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages 
aus Anlass des Tags des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” Deutscher Bundestag, 31 
Januar 2019:  “Erinnerungskultur ist deshalb auch nicht allein Sache der Zivilgesellschaft, sondern sie 
gehört mit zu den staatlichen Aufgaben.” 
125Herwig Hösele, “BUNDESRATSPRÄSIDENT HÖSELE: ES GILT, DEN ANFÄNGEN ZU 
WEHREN,” REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 5 May 2003: “Die Republik ist heute hier 
versammelt.” 
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conveyed that the Parliament represents the society and the commemoration is thus 

involving the whole society. 

 

As the German Parliament itself declares in 2019, “a clearly contoured practise of 

commemoration has emerged, in which centre stand the plenary session in the German 

Parliament”.126 As is visible in the tables in annex (II), which provide an overview over 

the speakers and locations of the events, there are some key differences of the Austrian 

and German format. Firstly, it needs to be accentuated that due to the long tenure of the 

Bundestagspräsident, there is much more continuity in the German speakers than in the 

Austrian ones, and thus in the memory regimes. During the time period analysed in this 

study, Norbert Lammert from the CDU held 11 of the speeches. Contrary to this, 

Austrian speeches are held not only by the Bundesratspräsident (President of the 

Bundesrat) but also by the Nationalratspräsident (President of the Federal Council), 

and sometimes even by other politicians. Therefore, typically both governing parties- 

and thus for the longest time ÖVP and SPÖ- get to deliver a speech. I also want to point 

out that the German ‘memory regime’ in this context is exclusively male. This is 

especially visible when comparing it to the Austrian case, where women were not only 

speakers, but also included in the content of the speeches. The data collected about the 

length of speeches is portrayed in a qualitative manner in the table below. It shows that 

the speeches, on average, are approximately the same. However, it is interesting that the 

German speeches in 2015 and 2009 were much longer than usual.  

 

Year Austria Germany 

2019 3053 2273 

2018 2167 2196 

2017 1775 2039 

2016 1798 1752 

2015 1181 4980 

2014 1688 1567 

2013 No data found 1401 

2012 2867 1176 

                                                             
126Deutscher Bundestag, “Aktueller Begriff. 27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus,” (Berlin, 2016), accessed 07 July 2019,   
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/538816/9d688645b4ef3201515bb480733086e9/kw04_vorberich
t_gedenkstunde_aktueller_begriff-data.pdf: „Inzwischen hat sich eine klar konturierte Gedenkpraxis 
herausgebildet, in deren Mittelpunkt die Plenarveranstaltung im Deutschen Bundestag steht.“ 
 

https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/538816/9d688645b4ef3201515bb480733086e9/kw04_vorbericht_gedenkstunde_aktueller_begriff-data.pdf
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/538816/9d688645b4ef3201515bb480733086e9/kw04_vorbericht_gedenkstunde_aktueller_begriff-data.pdf
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2011 2626 1488 

2010 2470 1568 

2009 3921 4728 

2008 1755 2072 

2007 1796 1561 

2006 2825 1229 

2005 1738 1313 

2004 2871 1341 

2003 2103 1004 

2002 Full transcript not available 1332 

2001 Full transcript not available 3707 

2000 1696 1781 

Total 38330 40508 

Average word count 2204 2025 

Table 1: Numbers of words of selected speeches 

The question then arises if the length of speech and content was visibly influenced by 

the transnational challenges outlined before. As a first step, explicit mentioning of the 

challenges was counted and assembled in the table below. This does not mean that they 

were not alluded to or impacted the discourse in other ways, however, this portrayal 

enables a comparison between the countries. It is striking that the explicit mentioning 

does not overlap even once and one challenge, namely the economic crisis, was never 

explicitly mentioned in the German discourse. This will be elaborated on later in this 

chapter. 

 

 EU-
enlargeme
nt 

Economic crisis/ 
Unemployment 

Refugee crisis/Imported anti-
Semitism 

Rising 
populism 

Austria 2003 2009, 2011 2017, 2018, 2019 2016 
Germany 2007, 2008 / 2015 2005 
Table 2: Explicit mentioning of European challenges 

Having outlined the basic characteristics of both commemoration discourses and made 

first observations about how transnational factors shape them, the following sub-

chapters can now focus on some other interesting similarities and differences.  

Who were the victims? Focus on different victim groups 

One aspect helpful for the comparison of the discourses is to inspect which victim 

groups were focussed on. There is no question that there is a consensus in the EU and in 

the world that the main victim group of the Holocaust were the Jews. However, the two 
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countries even diverge in the extent to which they focus on victims: While both lay 

focus on different victim groups, the Austrian discourse centres much more on their 

own role and responsibility. For example, there are some speeches which do not 

mention any victims at all. Specifically, the Austrian discourse focussed more on Roma 

and Sinti. Austrian Bundesratpräsident Jürgen Weiss stated in 2004 that two groups of 

people have mainly fallen victim in the European history of the last centuries: “Firstly 

the Jews, but also the Roma and Sinti”.127 It is noteworthy to point out that he also 

attributes the fact that the number of Austrian Roma and Sinti is increasing in the census 

to commemoration giving them back some of their identity. While describing their 

history in Austria throughout the speech, he formulated the closing appeal that the 

audience should contribute to making “the new Europe free of prejudice”.128 

 

Another specificity of the Austrian discourse is the exploration of the role of women 

during the Third Reich, both as victims and as perpetrators. This begins with some 

speakers (noticeably Barbara Prammer) always using both the masculine and feminine 

forms of nouns to imply perpetrators were also female (for instance Täter und 

Täterinnen). In 2007, the HCD was even devoted to (Austrian) women of the resistance 

(in contrast to the German case, most Austrian events were dedicated to a specific 

theme, outlined in the table in the annex). Bundesratspräsident Manfred Gruber drew 

on the example of a woman in the resistance who, after the war, was seconded to the 

national council, where she “kept fighting […] ’for the re-conciliation’ for the 

victims”.129 Thus, he cleverly built a bridge between the resistance and the modern 

Austrian institutions. It is also striking that no resistance by non-Austrians was 

mentioned, contrasting the German focus.  

 

In comparison to the structure of German speeches, in which the beginning usually 

consists of enumerating the victims of the Holocaust, Austrian speeches often do not 

                                                             
127Jürgen Weiss, “BR-PRÄSIDENT WEISS: DAS NEUE EUROPA MÖGE FREI WERDEN VON 
VORURTEILEN,” REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 5 May 2004: “Es sind dies zunächst die Juden, 
aber auch die Roma und Sinti.” 
128Ibid.: “Lassen Sie uns, meine Damen und Herren, dazu beitragen, dass das neue Europa frei sei von 
Vorurteilen.” 
129REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, “WIDERSTAND 1938 BIS 1945 – ZIVILCOURAGE 
HEUTE. Gedenktag gegen Gewalt und Rassismus – im Gedenken an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 
Wien: June 2007: “Sie war eine der mutigsten Streiterinnen für Gerechtigkeit und Demokratie – und sie 
kämpfte auch noch nach 1945 als Nationalratsabgeordnete ‘für die Versöhnung‘ für die Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus – und gegen das Vergessen.” 
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speak of many victim groups, but focus on one, for example Jewish children. In 2018, 

Sobotka enumerated the victims to be: “Jews, Roma and Sinti, the Disabled, politically 

different thinking people, homosexuals, war captives, Jehovas witnesses, and many 

more”.130 Similar to the German discourse, there is often no explicit mentioning of the 

nationality of victims. While this is characteristic of European or cosmopolitan memory, 

it is interesting that Jews are not put in national context while for example the Roma 

and Sinti are explicitly mentioned as having an Austrian history.  

 

As for the enumeration of victim groups in the German speeches, the inconsistency 

when it comes to Poland and other CEE countries is especially striking. In 2000, the 

groups of “Jews, Poles, Sinti and Roma, soviet captives, and captives of other 

nationality” were mentioned. In 2001, the same Bundestagspräsident mentioned 

“millions of murdered people from all of Europe: Jews, Sinti and Roma, Homosexuals, 

the Disabled and politically different thinking people”, thus not mentioning Poles.131 In 

2002, it was stated that “also millions of non-Jews from the Soviet Union, from Poland 

and many other European countries, Sinti and Roma, Homosexuals, disabled and sick 

people, members of communities of faith, politically different thinking people” were 

victims, thus laying specific focus on CEE countries. In fact, in 2019, a Polish historian 

was one of the guest speakers, introducing his speech with the sentence “We all 

remember well, that brave Poles were the first to tear on the Iron Curtain in the 80s”.132 

He also focussed on German-Polish relations, saying that “no other nation from our 

neighbours has suffered so much under the German violent occupation”.133 In 2004, 

there was no mention of Poles or other Soviet victims, but instead a focus on the 

German-French partnership. In 2008, there was a focus on consolidation between 

Germany and the Czech Republic. Sometimes, the list of victims is supplemented with 

                                                             
130REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, “Stenographisches Protokoll. Gedenkveranstaltung gegen 
Gewalt und Rassismus – im Gedenken an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 4 May 2018: “… Roma 
und Sinti, Behinderte, politisch Andersdenkende, Homosexuelle, Kriegsgefangene, Zeugen Jehovas und 
viele mehr.” 
131Wolfgang Thierse, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 27. Januar 2001 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
Wolfgang Thierse,” Die Bundesregierung, 27 January 2001: “Wir erinnern an Millionen ermordeter 
Menschen aus ganz Europa: An Juden, Sinti und Roma, Homosexuelle, Behinderte und politisch 
Andersdenkende.” 
132Wolfgang Thierse, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 27. Januar 2002 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
Wolfgang Thierse,” Die Bundesregierung, 27 January 2002: “Wir alle erinnern uns gut daran: Mutige 
Polen waren die ersten, die in den 80er Jahren am Eisernen Vorhang rissen.” 
133Ibid.: “Keine Nation unserer Nachbarn hat so sehr unter der deutschen Gewaltherrschaft gelitten wie 
die Polen.” 
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other groups corresponding to the focus of the HCD, for example, in 2010 artists and 

scientist were added, Poles were not. In 2011, there was again more focus on Poles and 

even the ‘anti-Slavic’ politics of the Nazis were mentioned. In 2012, the example of 

Chopin was drawn on, meaning that due to his biography both Poland and France could 

be focussed on. By using the term “the Holocaust in the East” it is almost implied that 

there was another Holocaust in the Soviet countries. In 2013, there was not only 

mention of Slavic victims in the list of victim groups, but they were also referred to as 

“to ‘Untermenschen’ degraded Slavic people”, thus drawing on the systematic 

degradation of Slavic people.134 This term had only be used before in the year of 2009 

but was repeated in the following years, so 2013 seems to have been the starting point 

of a shift.  

Our nation as perpetrator or victim? 

While it was shown that there are vast differences when it comes to the victim groups, 

there are mainly analogies in how the own nation is framed as victim: Both countries 

show ambiguous tendencies when it comes to referring to themselves as victims of the 

Holocaust. First of all, both discourses show an avoidance of the term Holocaust itself 

and use national socialism as a synonym. The following is an example from the 

Austrian discourse: “The national socialism with all its crimes has happened”.135 In 

using this term, focus is taken away from the perpetrators, for instance in this sentence: 

“The national socialism forced the population to homogeneity”.136 It is thus often rather 

a reflection on the themes of racism and national socialism instead of a focus on how 

the individuals or the collective bear responsibility for the crimes. In line with this, both 

countries also show ambivalence when it comes to the rising of national socialism. In 

Austrian discourse, it was referred to as the “taking over of power by the Nazis in 

Austria”.137 In German discourse, the term Machtergreifung was used in 2003. This 

implies the active taking over (perhaps even illegally) of power by the Nazis, 

completely ignoring the fact that Hitler’s party was democratically elected. In 2008, 

                                                             
134Norbert Lammert, “Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - Gedenkstunde des 
Deutschen Bundestages am 30. Januar 2013 - Rede des Bundestagspräsidenten Dr. Norbert Lammert,” 

Die Bundesregierung, 30 January 2013: “… der zu ‘Untermenschen’ degradierten slawischen Völker…” 
135REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, “STENOGRAPHISCHES PROTOKOLL. 
Gedenkveranstaltung gegen Gewalt und Rassismus – im Gedenken an die Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus,” 5 May 2011: “Der Nationalsozialismus mit all seinen Verbrechen hat 
stattgefunden.” 
136Ibid.: “Der Nationalsozialismus zwang die Bevölkerung zur Homogenität.” 
137Ibid.: “…Machtübernahme der Nazis in Österreich…” 
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Norbert Lammert rightfully criticised the term, as he said, “and this was definitely not 

the ‘Machtergreifung’, as it was called in the wrong revolutionary metaphoric of the 

national socialists”.138 This shows inconsistency within the memory regime in the 

German discourse. This term was also used in Austrian discourse in 2018. While 

Austrian discourse is very consistent in referring to “Nazi-crimes” and similar terms, 

German discourse shows inconsistency again. In many instances, the same terms as in 

the Austrian discourse are used (Gräueltaten, nationalsozialistische Barbarei, 

Hitlerdeutschland etc.). In 2016, it was stated that the victims “force us to look back to 

the history of national socialism”.139 The term ‘history of national socialism’ is 

extremely abstract and often used instead of referring to the Third Reich or the 

Holocaust. 

 

 However, on some occasions they are generalized to be German crimes: In 2000, it was 

talked about people “that were exploited and mis-treated by Germans”.140 In 2001, an 

interesting statement was made about German crimes: “The memory cannot cover up or 

relativize the crimes committed by Germans- and I explicitly say: by Germans, not by 

the Germans, but also not, as is often said ‘in the German name’”.141 In 2002, it was 

talked about “a by Germans initiated death machine”, and “a German regime”, but it 

was said that “Hitler-Germany committed the most horrible crimes of history so far”, 

putting distance between the Germany of today and then and between the regime and 

the common people.142 It is also interesting how Norbert Lammert framed the Holocaust 

in 2007 as “the perhaps biggest catastrophe of human history, which happened in 

Europe and was caused by Germany: a hell organised by humans”.143 He explicitly 

                                                             
138Norbert Lammert, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 25. Januar 2008 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
Dr. Norbert Lammert,” Die Bundesregierung, 27 January 2008: “…und schon gar nicht war dies die 
‘Machtergreifung‘, wie es in der falschen Revolutionsmetaphorik der Nationalsozialisten hieß.” 
139REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, “Stenographisches Protokoll. Gedenkveranstaltung gegen 
Gewalt und Rassismus – im Gedenken an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,“ 9 May 2016: “Sie zwingen 

uns, auf die Geschichte des Nationalsozialismus zurückzublicken”: 
140Wolfgang Thierse, “27. Januar - Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 17 
February 2000: “…von Deutschen ausgebeutet und misshandelt…” 
141Johannes Rau, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - Gedenkstunde 
des Deutschen Bundestages am 27. Januar 2001 - Ansprache von Bundespräsident Johannes Rau,” Die 
Bundesregierung, 27 January 2001: “Die Erinnerung daran kann die Verbrechen nicht zudecken und nicht 
relativieren, die von Deutschen begangen worden sind – ich sage ausdrücklich: von Deutschen, nicht von 
den Deutschen, aber auch nicht ‚im deutschen Namen‘, wie oft gesagt wird.” 
142Wolfgang Thierse, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 27 
January 2002: “Hitlerdeutschland beging die furchtbarsten Verbrechen der bisherigen Geschichte.” 
143Norbert Lammert, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 29. Januar 2007 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
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recognised the guilt of Germany, but in the next subordinate clause switched to the 

humanistic focus. In 2008, “German concentration camps” were mentioned, and 

“German troops that marched into Prague”. Both this terminology and how sentences 

were constructed enabled the speakers to distinguish between ‘the national socialists’ 

and the rest of the population. In 2009, the distinction between national socialists and 

the ‘common’ German was made very explicit, as Auschwitz was said to be a synonym 

for “crimes of the national socialists”.  It is further stated that “the national socialists”, 

i.e. “Hitler and his people”, “came far with the attempt of extinguishing the people”.144 

Furthermore, “they wanted to drive out the conscience of Germans”.145 However, when 

it comes to dealing with the past, it was emphasized that: “Us Germans have faced our 

history”.146 There is thus a ambivalence between framing the past as collective 

responsibility and hinderance which is overcome, and distancing oneself from the Third 

Reich by ascribing all actions to ‘the national socialists’ as if their nationality was 

irrelevant.  

(Trans-)national pride in the Austrian discourse 

As one of the main differences in the two discourses is the extent to which the speakers 

seek to construct pride, this sub-chapter is dedicated to scrutinizing how this is done. 

There are clearly patriotic elements in the Austrian case: In 2002, the Austrian 

commemoration event was concluded by singing the national anthem, showing that the 

event was used also to enforce a positive self-image. In 2003, the 8th of May was said to 

be a chance for the new beginning of Europe.147 Further, literature was read by expulsed 

Austrians which “radiate[s] an unbroken love to our fatherland Austria. They are 

anthems to the lost home, and we can take power from the strength of those, who albeit 

their destiny, have kept this love for the home”.148 Their having to leave Austria was 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
Dr. Norbert Lammert,” Die Bundesregierung, 29 January 2007: “Der Gedenktag erinnert an die vielleicht 
größte Katastrophe der Menschheitsgeschichte, die in Europa stattgefunden hat und von Deutschland 
verursacht wurde: eine von Menschen organisierte Hölle.” 
144Horst Köhler, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - Gedenkstunde 
des Deutschen Bundestages am 27. Januar 2009 - Ansprache von Bundespräsident Horst Köhler,“ Die 
Bundesregierung, 27 January 2009: “Die Nationalsozialisten kamen weit mit dem Versuch, das Volk zu 
vernichten.”; “…Hitler und seine Leute…” 
145Ibid.: “Sie wollten den Deutschen das Gewissen austreiben.” 
146Ibid.: “Wir Deutsche haben uns unserer Geschichte gestellt.”  
147Heinz Fischer, “FISCHER: ABLEHNUNG VON NS-IDEOLOGIE UND GEWALT DAUERHAFT 
ERHALTEN,” REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 3 May 2002: “Somit sei der 8. Mai eine Chance 
für den Neubeginn in Europa gewesen.” 
148Andreas Khol, “KHOL: ES GEHT DARUM, WIE WIR ES HEUTE BESSER MACHEN KÖNNEN,” 
REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 5 May 2003: “Aus den Texten, die Sie heute hören werden, strahlt 
eine ungebrochene Liebe zu unserem Vaterland Österreich. Es sind Hymnen an die verlorene Heimat, und 
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further symbolised as a “bleeding of our country”.149 High culture is thus framed as 

essential for Austria. 

 

As a matter of fact, both in 2000 and 2009 Austrian speeches reflected on their nation as 

a highly cultivated one: In 2000, it was asked: “How could it happen, that such highly 

developed culture states such as Germany and Austria, thus the countries of Goethe and 

Mozart, of Beethoven and Sigmund Freud, a regime came to power which finally 

extinguished millions of people almost factory-like?”.150 Similarly, in 2009, the 

following question was brought forward: “How was it possible, that in the ‘country of 

poets and thinkers’, in the centre of Europe, [...] in a region, which brought forward 

Schiller and Goethe, Mozart and Beethoven, Kant and Hegel, and great humanists and 

Nobel prize winners, also Hitler and Himmler, Goebbels and Goering, Eichmann and 

Borman and many others grew up, came to power and were even cheered on by too 

many”.151 Thus, besides framing Austria as a country which is home to many famous 

and achieved persons, also persons of the high ranks of the Nazis are mentioned. 

However, in this context the geographic boundaries between Austria and Germany are 

blurred and portrayed instead as a cultural region. 

Regional, national, and international focus 

There are certain people that are drawn on in both commemoration discourses. One of 

them is Winston Churchill, the only person associated with the Allies who is mentioned 

in shorter quotes in the discourse. In 2003, both German and Austrian speakers quote 

Imre Kertesz, Hungarian literature Nobel prize winner. In 2013, the Austrian speaker 

quotes the German Richard von Weisäcker to justify the establishment of the HCD, one 

of the only instances in which the German Vergangenheitsbewältigung is referred to. In 

fact, when looking at the inter-activeness of Austrian and German discourse, it is eye-
                                                                                                                                                                                   
wir dürfen Kraft schöpfen aus der Stärke jener, die trotz ihres schweren Schicksals diese Liebe zur 
Heimat bewahrt haben.” 
149Ibid.: “…einen gewaltigen Aderlass für unser Land…” 
150Heinz Fischer, “DIE EU IST EIN BOLLWERK GEGEN DEN RÜCKFALL IN DIE 
VERGANGENHEIT”: “Wie konnte es passieren, dass so hoch entwickelten Kulturstaaten wie 
Deutschland und Österreich, also den Ländern von Goethe und Mozart, von Beethoven und Sigmund 
Freund ein Regime an die Macht kam, das letztlich Millionen Menschen nahezu fabrikmäßig 
vernichtete?”  
151Heinz Fischer, “Heinz Fischer: Bekenntnis zu europäischen Werten ist unverzichtbar,” REPUBLIK 
ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 5 May 2009: “Wie war es möglich, dass im ‘Land der Dichter und Denker‘, 
im Zentrum Europas, im aufgeklärten 20. Jahrhundert, in einer Region, die Schiller und Goethe, Mozart 
und Beethoven, Kant und Hegel, große Humanisten und Nobelpreisträger hervorgebracht hatte, auch 
Hitler und Himmler, Göbbels und Göring, Eichmann und Bormann und andere heranwuchsen, Macht 
erlangten und sogar von allzu vielen allzu lange bejubelt wurden.”   
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catching that they do not reference the other much. First of all, it is evident that the 

Austrian discourse never explicitly mentions or focusses on Germany as a perpetrator 

country. References are only made to ‘the national socialists’. The other instances in 

which Germany is mentioned, are two-fold: When referring to the cultural achievements 

of the region (see above) or, as in 2005, when referring to Germany having another 

(less-efficient) way of handling reparation questions.  

 

One aspect, which is evidently absent from both discourses, is the time of post-war 

occupation by the Allies. They are mentioned when it comes to the liberation of 

concentration camps, but the discourse then almost suggests that both republics were 

standing on their own from the beginning, re-building their countries themselves. In one 

instance, the Austrian discourse mentions the Entnazifizierung. However, this remark in 

2000 seems rather critical of the behaviour of the Allies, as it is questioned “if the so-

called Entnazifizierung was too radical or too generalizing, and if it was right to 

administer death sentences”.152 In 2008 the occupation was briefly mentioned: “And 

Austria was re-constructed as sovereign state, as democracy- even if with occupation in 

the country”.153 

 

Lastly, Austrian speeches adopt a much more regionally focussed approach: Depending 

on the speaker, the region or city they are from were often mentioned as examples of 

what happened during the Third Reich. German speeches, on the other hand, rarely 

mentioned differences in regional memory.  

The consequences of accepting responsibility 

Both countries accept their (at least partial) responsibility and thus formulate a number 

of unavoidable consequences and duties. In the German discourse, part of accepting the 

responsibility is the reparations fund for forced labourers, which “now, around 54 years 

after the end of the war, has finally come together”, as was stated in 2000.154 This fund, 

however, is not mentioned again in the discourse. This stands in contrast with the 
                                                             
152Heinz Fischer, “DIE EU IST EIN BOLLWERK GEGEN DEN RÜCKFALL IN DIE 
VERGANGENHEIT”: “…so genannte Entnazifizierung zu radikal und zu pauschal war, ob es richtig war 
Todesurteile zu verhängen…” 
153Heinz Fischer, “Heinz Fischer: Bekenntnis zu europäischen Werten ist unverzichtbar,” REPUBLIK 
ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 5 May 2009: “Und Österreich wurde als selbständiger Staat, als Demokratie – 
wenn auch mit Besatzungssoldaten im Lande – wiederhergestellt.” 
154Thierse, “27. Januar - Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 17 February 2000: 
“Ich denke an den Entschädigungsfonds für NS-Zwangsarbeiter, der nun, gut 54 Jahre nach Kriegsende, 
endlich zustande gekommen ist.” 
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Austrian case, which shows a great focus on restitution payments. In 2003, Andreas 

Khol linked accepting responsibility with the opening of a national fund for victims of 

national socialism. He states that “until today over 46.000 payments were decided on”, 

and “the fund is in contact with over 30.000 affected”.155 He then went on to describe 

how the Versöhungsfonds (specifically dealing with forced labourers and slaves) has 

helped in over 100.000 cases. The commemorative day in 2005 was even specifically 

dedicated to the national fund, titled “Paths of Reconciliation – 10 years national fund”. 

The fund “introduced a new phase in the dealing of our republic with the responsibility 

for the crimes of national socialism in Austria”.156 He stated that “with national funds, 

reconciliation funds, and general reparation funds, Austria wants to fulfil its 

responsibility for the crimes of national socialism in our country”, underling that crimes 

were committed in, not by the country.157 He specified that “under international law, the 

state Austria has not existed from the occupation in 1938 until the liberation through the 

Allies in 1945. Thus, we are dealing with voluntary payments of the current state 

Austria, who is not a legal successor of the Third Reich”.158 The Austrian way of 

handling these payments was distinguished from the German one, as individual 

applications are possible. Khol ended his speech with the appeal: “Let the moral-

humanitarian gesture have a satisfying and liberating effect on both sides [i.e. the 

victims and Austrians]”.159 The focus on restitution payments also becomes clear when 

considering that Hannah Lessing, the general secretary of the national fund, has been 

invited as a speaker at the event in various years. 

 

Another duty referred to in the German case is keeping up the relations to Israel and 

supporting the state unconditionally. For instance, in 2000, it was mentioned that the 

                                                             
155Andreas Khol, “KHOL: ES GEHT DARUM, WIE WIR ES HEUTE BESSER MACHEN KÖNNEN,” 
REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 5 May 2003: “ Bis heute wurden über 46.000 Auszahlungen 
entschieden. Der Fonds steht mit über 30.000 Betroffenen oder deren Nachkommen in Kontakt und erfüllt 
damit eine bedeutende Brückenfunktion.” 
156REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlamentsdirektion, “Offenes Parlament. Bilanz des Jahres 2005”: 
“…leitete eine neue Phase des Umgang unserer Republik mit der Verantwortung für die Verbrechen des 
Nationalsozialismus in Österreich ein.” 
157Ibid.: “Mit Nationalfonds, Versöhnungsfonds und Allgemeinem Entschädigungsfonds will Österreich 
seiner Verantwortung für die Verbrechen des Nationalsozialismus in unserem Lande nachkommen.” 
158Ibid.: “Völkerrechtlich hatte der Staat Österreich seit der NS-Okkupation 1938 bis zur Befreiung durch 
die Alliierten 1945 nicht existiert. Daher handelte es sich um freiwillige Leistungen des heutigen Staates 
Österreich, der kein Rechtsnachfolger Deutschen Reiches ist.” 
159Ibid: “Möge die moralisch-humanitäre Geste befriedend und befreiend für beide Seiten wirken!” 
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past results in the “task to take care of the relations to Israel”.160 In 2007, it was spoken 

about the “special responsibility and duty for the state of Israel”, and the statements of 

the Iranian president are harshly criticised besides the Iranian nuclear program being 

mentioned.161 In 2010, Norbert Lammert again talked about the “special relationship 

between our states” and asserts that “Israel is founded on the ashes of the Holocaust”.162 

Further, it was explained: “We Germans have a historical-factual special responsibility 

for the existence and security of Israel. An atomic armed state in its vicinity, led by an 

openly anti-Semitic regime, is not tolerable for Israel. The world community cannot 

tolerate such a threat”.163 The call for action to the rest of the world is quite unique as 

Germany has adopted a rather passive approach in foreign affairs. The only instance in 

Austrian discourse that mentions Israel was indeed when restitution payments to seniors 

in Israel were said to lead to a good reputation of Austria in 2003. Thus, this 

responsibility is unique to the German commemoration.  

 

Both countries justify their constitution through the past. The German discourse stated 

in 2002: “The first consequence was, at the beginning of the Federal Republic, our basic 

law [...] The second consequence is the European Union, the firm integration of 

Germany in a European post-war order”.164 In the Austrian discourse, legal 

consequences of the responsibility are mentioned more often and named more 

specifically. In 2002, the Kunstrückgabegesetz, which regulates the process of returning 

stolen art, and the Bundesgesetz zur Entschädigung, dealing with reparations, were 

mentioned. In 2006 and 2009, the Verbotsgesetz was mentioned various times. This law 

regulated the Entnazifizierung and bans any crime committed in the spirit of national 

                                                             
160Thierse, “27. Januar - Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 17 February 2000: 
“…Aufgabe, Beziehungen zu Israel zu pflegen…” 
161Lammert, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 29 January 2007: 
“…unsere besondere Verantwortung und Verpflichtung für den Staat Israel…” 
162Norbert Lammert, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 27. Januar 2010 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
Dr. Norbert Lammert,” Die Bundesregierung, 7 February 2010: “…besonderen Beziehungen zwischen 
unseren Staaten…”; “Israel ist auf der Asche des Holocaust gegründet.” 
163Ibid.: “Wir Deutsche haben für die Existenz und die Sicherheit Israels eine historisch begründete 
besondere Verantwortung. Ein atomar bewaffneter Staat in seiner Nachbarschaft, geführt von einem offen 
antisemitisch orientierten Regime, ist nicht nur für Israel unerträglich. Die Weltgemeinschaft darf eine 
solche Bedrohung nicht dulden.” 
164Wolfgang Thierse, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 27 
January 2002: “Die zweite Konsequenz ist die Europäische Union, die europäische Integration, die feste 
Einbindung Deutschlands in eine europäische Nachkriegsordnung, die sich dann, Schritt für Schritt, zu 
einer stabilen Staatengemeinschaft entwickelt hat.” 
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socialism, or as the speakers call it, Wiederbetätigung (literally translated: ‘re-

engagement’/’re-activation’). 

The EU and its enlargement 

After having illustrated analogies and differences when it comes to more general themes 

such as victim groups and national, as opposed to transnational focus, the analysis is 

augmented by taking a closer look at the impact of transnational challenges. When it 

comes to the focus on the EU, a general pattern is hard to be detected: 2000 seems to 

have been a year of inward reflection in German commemoration. Germany, after 1945, 

was referred to as “the new, democratic, the European Germany” which is trying to earn 

trust of Jews all over the world.165 In a further statement, Germany has the 

responsibility to “proof to be a reliable partner in the united Europe”.166 2001 also did 

not exhibit great focus on the European dimension. The speech in 2002, however, 

explicitly stated that while the first consequence of the Holocaust was the German 

constitution, “the second one was the European Union, the European integration, which 

then, step by step, has developed into a stable community of states”.167 The German 

republic was said to have been in its beginnings then, clearly implying it has no 

continuities to the Third Reich. EU-integration was then explicitly supported by stating 

that: “Especially now we have to further work on it [i.e. a peaceful Europe] namely by 

enlarging the European Union”.168 In 2004, the year of the enlargement, the invitation of 

former European Parliament president Simone Veil as guest speaker automatically 

placed the focus on the EU, and she explicitly mentioned the Holocaust to be the base of 

the EU.169 While there is greater emphasis on the EU as “Utopia of Peace”, she 

formulated that the “values and traditions, that today lay the fundament of the European 

                                                             
165Thierse, “27. Januar - Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 17 February 2000: 
“Mit dem Vergessen dagegen würden wir nicht nur das fragile Vertrauen der Juden in aller Welt 
enttäuschen, sondern das neue, das demokratische, das europäische Deutschland in Zweifel ziehen.” 
166Ibid.: “Daraus erwächst die Verpflichtung, dass wir uns als verlässliche Partner im vereinten Europa 
für eine enge Zusammenarbeit und für ein friedliches Zusammenleben der Völker einsetzen.” 
167Thierse, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - Gedenkstunde des 
Deutschen Bundestages am 27. Januar 2002”: “Die erste Konsequenz war am Beginn der Bundesrepublik 
unser Grundgesetz…Die zweite Konsequenz ist die Europäische Union, die europäische Integration, die 

feste Einbindung Deutschlands in eine europäische Nachkriegsordnung, die sich dann, Schritt für Schritt, 
zu einer stabilen Staatengemeinschaft entwickelt hat.” 
168Ibid.: “Die Utopie eines friedlichen Europas…Gerade jetzt müssen wir daran weiterarbeiten–

namentlich durch die Erweiterung der Europäischen Union, die eine Vereinigung Europas ist.” 
169Wolfgang Thierse, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten Wolfgang Thierse,” 
Die Bundesregierung, 27 January 2004: “…denn die Europäische Union, diese konkrete Utopie des 
Friedens, ist die Konsequenz aus der zivilisatorischen Katastrophe von Nationalsozialismus und Zweitem 
Weltkrieg.” 
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Union and that should now also as soon as possible be laid out in a European 

constitution”, thus using the platform of public commemoration to underscore a 

federalist agenda.170 In 2007, the term “success story Europe- from the six founding 

members to the now 27 members of the European Union” was used.171 In 2008, it was 

underlined that “both Czechia and Germany are today in the middle of a free and 

democratic Europe. They both belong to the European family of states, which, with its 

enlargement of the Schengen-area, has just done another important step”.172 The idea of 

the European Union was said to have its beginnings after WW2 and “us Germans could 

win back the trust in this process and today take on responsibility in Europe and the 

World”. 173 In the other years, there seems to have been no focus on the EU or EU-

integration.  

 

In Austria, explicit support of European integration was already visible in 2000. The in 

the after-war years constructed EU is said to be a “secure stronghold against the past 

[...]  not only against the insanity of a war between European democracies, but also a 

stronghold against falling back to a time in which European humanism was crushed by 

the dictatorship”.174 Further, the centuries of friendly relationships between other EU-

states and Austria were justified through the “positive confession to European 

integration, the promotion of the integration process, and the European values, which 

are anchored in the article 7 and 7 of the EU-Charta”.175 Lastly, “a declaration against 

                                                             
170Ibid.: “… die Werte und Traditionen, die bis heute das Fundament der Europäischen Union bilden und 
die jetzt auch möglichst bald in einer europäischen Verfassung niedergelegt werden sollten.” 
171Norbert Lammert, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 29. Januar 2007 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
Dr. Norbert Lammert,“ Die Bundesregierung, 29 January 2007: “Erfolgsgeschichte Europa – von den 
sechs Gründerstaaten der Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft bis zu den heute 27 Mitgliedern der Europäischen 
Union.” 
172Norbert Lammert, “27. Januar – Tag des Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus - 
Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages am 25. Januar 2008 - Ansprache des Bundestagspräsidenten 
Dr. Norbert Lammert,” Die Bundesregierung,  27 January 2008: “Tschechien und Deutschland befinden 
sich heute in der Mitte eines freiheitlichen und demokratischen Europas. Sie gehören beide zur 
europäischen Staatenfamilie, die mit der Erweiterung des Schengen-Raums gerade erst einen weiteren 
wichtigen Schritt getan hat, um dauerhaft eine gemeinsame friedliche Zukunft zu sichern.” 
173Ibid.: “Wir Deutsche konnten in diesem Prozess Vertrauen zurückgewinnen und übernehmen heute 

Verantwortung in Europa und in der Welt.” 
174Heinz Fischer, “DIE EU IST EIN BOLLWERK GEGEN DEN RÜCKFALL IN DIE 
VERGANGENHEIT,” REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 4 May 2000: “… zu einem sicheren 
Bollwerk gegen eben diese Vergangenheit geworden. Zu einem Bollwerk nicht nur gegen den Wahnsinn 
eines Krieges zwischen europäischen Demokratien, sondern auch zu einem Bollwerk gegen den Rückfall 
in eine Zeit, wo der europäische Humanismus mit den Stiefeln der Diktatur zertreten wurde.”  
175Ibid.: “Dieses positive Bekenntnis zur europäischen Integration, zur Förderung des 
Integrationsprozesses und zu den europäischen Werten, sie sie in den Artikeln 6 und 7 der EU-Charta 
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national socialism and right-wing extremism” was equalled with “a declaration for the 

common European values”.176 In 2003, the EU was again pronounced to be a 

“stronghold against tyranny, racism (Rassenwahn) and violence”.177 The enlargement 

was said to be “a future-orientated important contribution in the fight for peace, human 

rights, democracy, equality and freedom and thus against racism and violence”.178 In 

2009, the European Council was mentioned to have been an important development and 

European integration mentioned as consequence of the past. 

 

In general, both countries state European integration and enlargement to be a 

consequence of WW2 and support the European project. However, sometimes the 

aspect of preserving peace through this project and enlargement is focussed on so much, 

that the idea of a Europe brought together by common values falls short. 

The economic crisis 

Contrary to the other external factors looked at in this paper, the economic crisis is not 

linked to Holocaust Commemoration in the German discourse. In the Austrian one, 

however, it was mentioned in the years of 2009 and 2011. Parallels were drawn between 

the situation in which Hitler came to power and present circumstances. In 2009, it was 

stated that “the economic crisis in the 30s shows us, how democracy-endangering 

potentials can develop” and it was followed that “one of the essential lessons from this 

time is thus the active fight against unemployment”.179 Similarly, in 2011, it was stated: 

“We have to do everything to prevent the economic maldevelopments which, in the 

twenties and thirties, enabled the rise of the radical. Unemployment of the masses has 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
verankert sind…dieses Bekenntnis rechtfertigt es meines Erachtens, an die anderen EU-Staaten, die mit 
Österreich ohne Ausnahme seit Jahrzehnten freundschaftliche Beziehungen haben.” 
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REPUBLIK ÖSTERREICH Parlament, 5 May 2003: “Die Europäische Union ist heute und in der Zukunft 
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always been feeding ground for national socialism”.180 It seems curious that the country 

in which Hitler actually came to power, does not draw the same parallels.  

The refugee crisis  

The first year in which the refugee crisis visibly shaped German commemoration is the 

year of 2015, when it was said that “some immigrants come from countries, in which 

Anti-Semitism and hate about Israel are wide-spread”.181 The way in which this should 

be confronted was explained thereafter: “Where these attitudes are still impacting 

immigrants and determine the perception of current event, we have to preserve and 

mediate the historical truth and oblige them to the values of this society”.182 In fact, in 

this year for the first time, there was a separate commemorative day dedicated to 

refugees and expulses, also with a focus on German expellees after WW2. This is a 

difficult topic in German commemoration and not part of the public discourse. In this 

year, however, it was explicitly linked to today’s refugees. In the following year, there 

was an implicit note about how the “injustices committed by Germans are still 

fundamental for our country- and even more so in the face of the humanitarian 

challenges, which we, in Europe and in the world, are currently facing”.183 In 2018, on 

one hand, attacks on “immigrants, refugees and there accommodation” were harshly 

criticised.184 On the other hand, it was said that immigrants “migrated into a community 

of responsibility” and thus have responsibilities: “Who wants to live here, has to accept 

them [the rules]. On this we insist”.185 2019, for the first time, it was mentioned that 
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verbunden. Wer hier leben will, muss sie akzeptieren. Darauf bestehen wir.” 
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there is “an anti-Semitism in different clothing, the old one, and a new, immigrated one. 

Both is unacceptable”.186 

 

Especially in comparison to the German discourse, the Austrian speeches in the year of 

2015 were extremely short and not focussing on migration. In 2016, the audience was 

warned that: “We have to be on guard. Especially today, because in the shadow of the 

big European challenges right-wing extremism, racism and anti-Semitism grow”.187 In 

the following year, anti-Semitism was said to show itself “with old and new faces”, 

alluding to imported anti-Semitism.188 In 2018, new and old anti-Semitism was 

mentioned and exemplified through anti-Semitic attacks in France and Germany.  It was 

formulated that “anti-Semitism has and cannot have any ground in Austria and other 

European states. It has a historical dimension, but also a current-migratory 

background”.189 It is a paradoxical statement to say it has no ground but does exist. It is 

worth noting that in this year, Sobotka mentioned for the first time the Austrian 

expellees, however it is not clear whether he was referring to Austrian Jews or other 

victim groups: “100000 female and male Austrian people were expulsed, after they 

were robbed, humiliated, and mis-treated in our country”.190 In 2019, the “new anti-

Semitism” was mentioned again, and connected to terrorist attacks, more specifically 

the attack on the World Trade Center on the 11th of September.191 It is interesting that 

while anti-Semitism connected to Muslim migrants were not heavily thematized by the 

politicians, a speaker was invited who is known for warning against ‘imported anti-

Semitism’, namely Bassam Tibi. He also warned that a new Holocaust could happen 
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through the hands of Iran and that especially Islamic anti-Semitism and anti-Semitism 

from the left political spectrum has to be fought.192  

Commemoration of national socialism in times of rising populism 

In line with the titles of the HCDs in both countries, the events are taken as occasions to 

reflect on anti-Semitism and racism in the past and present. In addition, there are 

specific references to the rise of populism: In 2005, German speeches explicitly 

formulated the dangers of right-wing extremism in the present by stressing that “right-

wing extremist attitudes are strongly anchored in parts of our society”.193 They then 

went on to state that “the delegates of the NPD in Dresden have let their masks down 

and it is now finally visible: There are Neo-Nazis back in a German Parliament”.194 It is 

extremely rare for the discourse that a specific party is mentioned. There was also the 

appeal to “not leave our language and seats to them”.195 Finally, it was stated that: “In 

Dresden and everywhere else in Germany we have to prevent that the memory about the 

German victims and the sadness about the suffering also of Germans is mis-used for 

Neo-Nazi-propaganda. It is understandable and legitimised, to commemorate in sadness 

the own suffering. But this can never and nowhere serve to relativize and euphemise 

Nazi-crimes”.196 

 

In the Austrian discourse, it was stated that especially politicians must make their 

position clear when it comes to racism.197 In 2016, an Austrian speech mentioned the 

task of politics to be to “clarify that is has to be our standard to not be seduced. Even 
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back then, there were people who did not let themselves be seduced”.198 This fits within 

the rhetoric of Hitler seducing people with his ideology. Another interesting comparison 

was made in 2018: “Deutschland über alles or Austria first, what would this be other 

than a statement which everyone, who sees themselves as part of this national 

community, can support? But which crimes were committed in the name of the first 

parole, and the many which were concluded from it?”.199 In 2019, it was stated that 

“fear and hate have unfortunately become acceptable again in Austria”.200 Further, it 

was said to be “a time, in which in interviews statements have been made, the law 

would have to follow politics and not politics the law”.201 This is a remark made by the 

minister of home affairs, Herbert Kickl, of the FPÖ party when he was talking about 

granting asylum.  

Conclusion 

The goals of this chapter were to both make general observations about the differences 

and analogies of the Austrian and German commemoration discourse and scrutinize 

how transnational challenges impact them. Besides the economic crisis, all the 

transnational challenges were visible in both commemoration discourses. However, it is 

striking that the themes have not been prominent in the same years. The emphasis 

Austrian politicians lay on unemployment and economic instability is in line with their 

focus on monetary reparations and stands in contrast to the German discourse. The 

refugee crisis impacted the discourse in so far as the notion of ‘imported anti-Semitism’ 

was introduced in both countries. Beyond the discourse on the 27th of January, the 

German government introduced a commemoration day for refugees and expellees, 

connecting the German refugees post-war to current refugees. Populism has been 

mentioned in both discourses, however seldomly in the form of the concrete naming of 

a party. Two exceptions are the naming of the NPD in the German discourse and the 

criticising of an FPÖ-politician in the Austrian discourse. The EU-enlargement has been 
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thematized on-the-side, and the idea of supporting the EU is evident in both countries. 

However, German politicians frame this support as a duty, and Austrians instead lay 

emphasis on their positive role within the EU. It seems that there are undeniable 

analogies between the two countries. However, the question arises why transnational 

challenges are clearly reflected differently in the discourses. The reasons behind this 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Official Holocaust commemoration: Politics or Commemoration? 

This chapter will discuss the findings of the previous chapter by focussing on general 

differences and similarities between the two countries and the impact of external 

factors. It will thus be assessed to which extent the commemoration was entangled. 

However, and maybe even more importantly, the differences will help to draw 

conclusions about the link between national commemoration and the creation of an 

image of a nation through historical memory, as well as the political culture resulting 

from the chosen way of dealing with the past. 

Victims and perpetrators 

The analysis showed that the German speeches seek to include as many victim groups 

as possible, however the inconsistency of for instance including CEE countries as 

victims point to the possibility of external factors such as political developments to 

impact the content of the speeches. Austrian speeches tend to focus on one specific 

group and distinguish themselves from the German ones by including specific foci such 

as women as victims and perpetrators. Focussing on different victim groups seems to 

serve several functions besides educating the society with facts. Firstly, focussing on the 

nationalities of victims, which was not done extensively, but seems to coincide with the 

speaker of that year, is supposed to foster a transnational understanding and narrative. 

The ‘Other’ – in times of the Third Reich- is focussed on and acknowledged, thus 

pointing to the creation of cosmopolitan memory. Secondly, the portrayal of a victim 

group enables the audience to reflect on the role of their nation. 

 

Both discourses and their focus on different victim groups show the extent to which the 

victims of the Holocaust have been ‘Europeanised’ or ‘cosmopolitanized’. Firstly, 

European Jews are seen as the main victims. Secondly, there is usually a humanistic 

focus, thus de-nationalizing the victims. Indeed, one sometimes gets the impression, that 

Jews and other victim groups were not of the same nationality as the commemorators. It 

is also curious that the day of the liberation of the concentration camp Mauthausen was 

chosen in Austria, as most prisoners in that camp were not Austrian. It is rather used to 

symbolize the new beginning of the republic and Europe. It is also striking that while 

Jews are framed as an enrichment to national culture (especially in the German 

discourse), they are not necessarily framed as belonging to that culture. Roma and Sinti, 

on the other hand, are explained to have been part of Austrian history for a long time 
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and are thus inherently Austrian. Uhl and Forrester state that, after 1945, as “the 

question of guilt and responsibility was projected entirely onto Germany”, 

commemoration of Jewish victims “was left largely left to the Jewish communities”.202 

More specifically, “these victims had no role to play in the heroic narratives of the fight 

for freedom from Nazism”.203 This is interesting because of course a big extent of the 

contemporary commemoration in both Germany and Austria is about reflecting on their 

own responsibility. At the same time, Jewish victims are usually left in a passive role, 

namely the victim role. Resistance is mentioned by drawing on examples of single 

people and their biographies, but the majority of Jewish victims is portrayed as not 

having had an active role. There is also not much focus on the realities in which they 

lived, and the maltreatment they suffered by their neighbours, as an example. Instead, 

the actions of ‘the national socialists’ are referred to. This trend in memory narratives is 

also present in the commemoration events: Jewish survivors are not always given the 

chance to speak during the events and Jewish organisations have sometimes even 

refused to participate in the events. Therefore, they often remain the passive subject of 

history. This hints at the primary agenda of the HCDs: to construct identity. 

Identity after Auschwitz and Mauthausen 

As has been established in the previous chapter, both countries reflect on their nation as 

perpetrators, however the focus on different groups of victims takes away from the 

details of cooperation. Austria does not focus to a great extent on German perpetrators, 

Germany does not mention Austrian perpetrators. I argue that this is both due to the still 

ambiguously interpreted role of Austria during the Holocaust, as well as the complexity 

of building a national identity based on history. In fact, ambiguities and paradox 

statements seem to enable the building of positive national identity while incorporating 

the negative past. The Austrian focus on ‘paying off the guilt’ through various funds can 

be seen as an attempt to abate the negative character of the national image. This aspect 

also shows ambiguity: On one hand, Austrian politicians underline that payments are of 

voluntary nature as Austria is not a legal successor of the Third Reich. Hammerstein 

explains that “the victimhood thesis served as main argument at the negotiations about 

re-gaining sovereignty and was extended upon in the following years – also to shield off 
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economic consequences”.204 The discourse analysis showed that the status as victim is 

still used for this purpose. On the other hand, the payments are framed as a necessity to 

move forward and as a sign that Austria accepts their responsibility. Both nations 

portray themselves as having faced their past successfully, building this process into the 

national narrative as positive aspect. Austrian politicians are particularly expressing 

pride of national post-war and contemporary accomplishments. It seems that Holocaust 

commemoration is an enormous boost for the Austrian, positive self-identification. 

Sometimes, statements almost seem too simplified and provocative for the occasion, as 

in the instance of justifying the ‘Austria first’ and even ‘Deutschland über alles’-

attitudes. It might not be surprising that the coalition with the right-wing party FPÖ did 

not visibly influence the discourse, as elements of Austrian pride have been part of the 

discourse throughout the time period analysed.  

 

It is interesting that the ‘time of national socialism’ and thus the Holocaust is, on one 

hand, highly nationalized by stressing its importance to national identity in both 

countries, especially in Germany. On the other hand, although European dimensions are 

mentioned and the Polish case is considered, as an example, I argue that there is still a 

lack of conveying the consequences of the Holocaust and the particularities of it in the 

countries in which it mainly happened, namely CEE countries. Further, contemporary 

memory politics in those countries are never mentioned. It raises the question of how 

effective it can be to try and build a bridge between nations through Holocaust memory 

(for instance between Germany and Poland), without also including current mentalities 

and political realities. Of course, there are very evidently still boundaries which 

perpetrator countries cannot cross, for example criticising Israel. This, however, might 

rather hinder European countries growing together, as in dialogue a common memory 

can be negotiated. Holocaust memory, in Germany, is very inflexible in this way. 

 

Both countries often justify their constitution through the past and underline the 

connection between the contemporary society and its values with the constitution. This 

is an important aspect which shows how identity is constructed through negative 

memory. Bauböck hints at the difficulty of constructing national identity in Austria 
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already when formulating the State Treaty in 1955 and how this diverges from the 

German case: 

 
The project of Austrian nationhood suffered thus from a dual deficit: its 
republic identity was derived from negating the preceding authoritarian 
and totalitarian regimes but lacked the positive reference point of a new 
constitution; and its cultural identity was determined as German-
speaking while simultaneously negating a unifying German nationalism. 
Unintentionally, this created a real contrast with the path taken by the 
German Federal Republic. The FRG’s postwar identity is also 

ambiguous between republican and ethnic elements, but in contrast to 
Austria’s dual deficit on both dimensions it appears as overdetermined 
with a strand of constitutional patriotism running alongside an ethnic 
conception of nationhood and both finding their expression in the 
German Basic Law of 1949.205 
 

The Austrian memory regime has in the last two decades cleverly framed the 

constitution as new, democratic beginning of Austria, even though it was not a new 

constitution. This enabled the construction of an identity without considering anything 

before 1945. In both countries, the identities deriving from the constitutions are 

emphasized as contrast to ethnic identity. At this point it is necessary to introduce the 

notion of ‘constitutional patriotism’, which was brought forward by Habermas and 

“conceives the creation of a supranationally shared political culture based on the rule of 

law, separation of powers, democracy, and respect for human rights”.206 This notion can 

thus be a tool in constructing national as well as supra-national identity. It seems that 

both countries’ politicians try to construct identity based on constitutional patriotism to 

some extent, serving to contrast ethnic nationalism.  

The legacy of the Holocaust: A peaceful EU or a democratic nation-state? 

Both countries thus use the commemorative event to legitimize their constitution and 

democracy. At the same time, European integration is framed as a logical consequence 

and necessity after the Holocaust. The German discourse especially underlines the duty 

to support this process. It seems problematic that much more than focussing on the 

common values and experiences, the guilt and responsibility of the country is used to 

advocate for the EU. Indeed, scholars have expressed doubt about the success of basing 

European identity on guilt.207 At the same time, the Austrian discourse supports the EU, 
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but does not connect it to its own responsibility as much. However, the speeches are 

used to a large extent to portray the success of the new republic after the Holocaust. 

Both discourses use rhetoric that paints a picture of the nation building up its country 

again from the beginning in the post-war time, without external help. This might be 

useful for the imagining of the nation and nation-state. Even more so, the way the Allies 

preceded with the Entnazifizierung was criticised in the Austrian discourse. The time of 

occupation is a time period which is chosen to be forgotten in both countries, perhaps 

due to the difficulty of incorporating them in a positive narrative, perhaps due to a still 

existing sensibility when it comes to this topic. In both cases, a focus on this topic might 

re-enforce regional differences rather than creating a unifying narrative. It might also 

make it necessary to deal with the topic of the Soviet Union, which is also chosen to not 

be included in commemoration discourse. 

 

It seems problematic that notably the German discourse focussed so much on the 

national dimension of memory. Perhaps because of this, regional parliaments have 

started their own public commemorations, with the Bavarian leaders even organizing a 

joint commemoration act with the Czech government in the year 2017. Additionally, the 

Bavarian Landtagspräsidentin has proposed a joint commemorative event in 2020 with 

both the Czech Republic and Austria.208 This would be an interesting future case study 

to see if the Bavarian delegation brings forward national or regional narratives in the 

context of this event.  

 

Entanglement of Commemoration?  

There are certain narratives brought forward in both discourses which are more than just 

entangled. For instance, it is interesting to see that both countries, as successor states of 

the Third Reich, focus on framing the post-war period as a ‘clean break’ from the past. 

An image is created in which both republics had a new beginning, re-building their 

country (without any help). Further, by ascribing the broad population a passive role 

and condemning ‘the national socialists’, they victimize themselves to an extent.  

  

However, other instances prove how different the discourses are. Further, the Austrian 
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discourse shows an ambiguity when it comes to the relationship with Germany. While 

German commemoration is not often referred to, some instances show a wish to clearly 

distance oneself from Germany, especially when it comes to restitution payments, 

which are framed to be the main tool to ‘pay off’ Austrian guilt. The question here is to 

what extent this emphasis is a message to the internal audience, justifying this decision 

by the political elites, and to what extent it is a message to the external audience to 

foster trust and respect? Wüstenberg and Art similarly pose the question: “Can the 

payment of restitution or the erection of a prominent memorial be hailed as a moral 

achievement when it was done at least partially to prove the governments 

trustworthiness to international partners?“.209 It should be noted that the focus on 

national funds slightly varies with the changing of the memory makers: Especially Khol 

puts an emphasis on this topic. The single German politician who is referred to in the 

Austrian discourse, is very important in the German discourse as well. Richard von 

Weizsäcker has not only introduced the ‘contrition narrative’ in Germany but is also 

known for saying that “the 8th of May was a day of liberation”.210 This is a contested 

term even today, when some argue that it is not a day of liberation for Germany but a 

day of defeat. The left-wing party Die Linke, in the German Parliament, has tried to 

make this day a public commemorative day for some while, referring to this quote. 

However, the Austrian usage of his quote seems rather as an attempt to enforce the 

narrative of contrition after the German role model. It is indeed a crucial aspect to point 

out, as this is a rare event of purposefully following the German way of dealing with the 

past and diminishing the distance built to the German case in much of the discourse a 

little. 

 

The results of the analysis raise the question: Why is there no focus on Austria in the 

German speeches? Most countries which were impacted by the German occupation are 

focussed on in the commemorative speeches, especially France and Poland. Austria, as 

another German-speaking country, is an important partner for Germany. One 

explanation for the exclusion of Austria is the actual inclusion of the country into the 

experience and memory of Germany. Due to the same language and many other 
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similarities, and on top of this the fact that Austria was rather seen as being on the same 

level- contrary to Slavic countries- and thus annexed instead of occupied, German 

politicians might not feel like there is a necessity to reconcile with the country. They 

came through the same experience and might consider it the better option to keep 

working alongside and not discuss the past between each other and potentially strain 

their relationship in the process. Another explanation might be the difficulty of 

explaining the role of Austria without stepping on its toes- after all, it seems that there is 

still a fine line between acknowledging responsibility and stressing the innocence of 

Austria. Considering that the Austrian discourse equally does not focus to a great extent 

on Germany and the fact that both discourses are overwhelmingly coined by the same 

terms referring to the past (for instance ‘Nazi-crimes’ and ‘time of national socialism’), 

suggests that Austria equally frames the past a common experience with Germany in 

which it is not necessary nor desirable to further investigate the dynamics of 

collaboration. In this way, not focussing on the other country in the commemorative 

discourse then paradoxically shows the perceived closeness of the countries.  

 

Especially when considering Lepsius’ thesis, it is striking that both discourses frame 

their country as having ‘successfully faced their past’, an image attesting to the fact that 

in the end, the perpetrators themselves found themselves working through a trauma. 

While the Austrian discourse certainly acknowledges that they have not always taken 

co-responsibility, it also cleverly enumerates how the republic has ‘removed’ some or 

most of their guilt, by, more than anything else, paying restitutions. This might almost 

be seen as a reverse process of externalisation. After taking over responsibility and 

internalising it to an extent, it is rejected again. It is further important to note that 

similarly to Hammerstein’s findings, national socialism is often framed as German 

phenomenon. This is not done by denying any involvement of Austrian collaborators or 

any existence of national socialist attitudes among the Austrian population. It is done by 

distinguishing the Austrian tendencies from the German ones. For example, the term 

‘Austrofascism’ creates a separate category from German national socialism. Even 

Austrian pride is framed as distinct notion (Deutschland über alles vs. Austria first), 

when avid supporters of Hitler certainly identified with German nationalism. The 

Austrian politician plays down both notions as a natural attitude. This could not have 

been afforded by the German memory regimes, as will be explained below. 
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Both discourses frame the broad population as fighting against racism and only a 

margin of the population as being a danger to Jews. Especially the metaphors of there 

being no ‘ground’ for anti-Semitism and Jewish life ‘blooming’ are very evident in the 

German discourse and suggest anti-Semitism and racism are rather irregularities in an 

otherwise perfect world. The metaphor of Jewish life as plants or flowers is interesting 

as it suggests that the German society needs to water them and take care of them for 

them to bloom, however it also suggests Jewish life is dependent on German hands, and, 

more so, the framing suggests that they are not plants that have been growing in their 

own right and own ground but on German soil. That the broad population is tolerant and 

‘unproblematic’ shows parallels to how national socialism was interpreted as a 

phenomenon of the margin or elite: “Thus the federal republic understood itself as 

official successor of the >>Third Reich<< and accepted the >>difficult heritage<< [sic], 

while the perpetrators were located outside of the federal-German society. The taking 

over of responsibility also meant a reduction to the governing elites as well as a 

demonization Hitlers and a victimisation of the broad population”.211 Similarly, the 

broad population of Austria was declared to be victims.212 Surprisingly, the Austrian 

discourse does not prove to do this to a greater extent, as could have been expected with 

their more ambiguous role. 

 

It is also interesting to see that specifically Austria stresses the highly developed culture 

of both countries, referring to musicians and poets of both countries and blending the 

boundaries between them. At first, this seems to stand in contrast with the quote of the 

beginning of this paper which hints to the branding of Beethoven as Austrian and Hitler 

as German. However, the categorization of ‘good’ people from both countries takes 

away from the nationalities of ‘bad’ people. It is thus a way to blur the lines between 

German and Austrian perpetrators. It still seems surprising that this is done taking into 

account the difficulty of constructing an identity separate from the German one.   

 

                                                             
211Hammerstein, Gemeinsame Vergangenheit – getrennte Erinnerung?, 47: “So verstand sich die 
Bundesrepublik als offizielle Nachfolgerin des >>DrittenReichs<< und stattdessen 
>>[s]chwierigesErbe>> an, wobei die Täter allerdings außerhalb der bundesdeutschen Gesellschaft 
verortet wurden. Denn die Übernahme der Verantwortung ging zugleich mit ihrer Reduzierung auf die 
NS-Führungseliten sowie eine Dämonisierung Hitlers und einer Viktimisierung der breiten Bevölkerung 
einher.” 
212Ibid., 62. 
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The discourse showed parallels of how both countries handled their past in the early 

post-war period: “Both saw Nazism a historical aberration in their nation’s histories. 

Both viewed their own populations as the primary victims of Nazism. Both made only 

fleeting and vague references to the Holocaust”.213 It might be suggested then that the 

Holocaust commemoration came full circle, after 1945 having “remarkably similar 

ideas about the relevance of the Nazi past for contemporary politics”, then confronting 

“the Nazi past in radically different ways”, and now circling back to the same ideas.214 

Just as “in both states, public debates about the past in the 1980s produced new frames, 

reshaped elite opinion, and created new discourses about the Nazi era”, European 

challenges give the commemoration new frames by giving the memory makers the 

chance to position their nation anew in the European order.215 

Political arguments in the speeches 

To begin with, both countries show differences in how they form political arguments in 

the speeches. While Austrian speakers rely on ethetic methods, usually starting their 

speeches with a personal fact or connection to Austrian history (for instance what 

happened during the NS-occupation in their home town), and thus convincing the 

audience that they have gained knowledge about the past and the character of the nation 

through their own experience, German speakers mostly focus on developing arguments 

through the logic behind the EU and a tolerant society as a consequence of the 

Holocaust. This logetic approach mirrors the stance of the European Parliament: “From 

the outset European integration has been a response to the suffering inflicted by two 

world wars and the Nazi tyranny that led to the Holocaust and to the expansion of 

totalitarian and undemocratic Communist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe”.216 

However, communism is not an essential part of the commemoration discourse.  

 

In contrast to the German discourse, in which the EU is framed not just as necessity but 

also as chance and duty, the EU is also connected to challenges in the Austrian 

speeches. Even more so, it is mentioned that intolerance and racism can grow ‘in the 

shadow’ of European challenges, taking the focus away from the already existing 

national challenges. Similarly, anti-Semitism is also said to be ‘imported’, and thus 

                                                             
213Art, The politics of the Nazi past in Germany and Austria, 9. 
214Ibid.  
215Ibid.  
216Sierp, History, Memory, and Trans-European Identity. 
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immigration framed as at least problematic. However, while German speakers in some 

instances connect this ‘threat’ to strategies and scenarios which show that those 

migrants can still be part of German society if they adopt a different attitude, Austrian 

speakers do not do this. This seems problematic as ‘imported anti-Semitism’ certainly 

can be seen as a real challenge in contemporary European societies, however this topic 

is also used heavily in right-wing discourse in a generalizing manner. The German 

Tagesschau, for instance, reports ‘imported anti-Semitism’ as a concept brought 

forward by the AfD.217 Strohmeyer goes so far as to say the debate about this concept in 

Germany shows “how little the Germans have worked through their past and how taboo 

and ingenuine the relationship to Israel is”.218 Dani Kranz points to a study which “has 

already proved, that the anti-Semitic stereotypes among Muslims in Europe, are almost 

not distinguishable from the traditional European ones”.219 Herewith, she points to an 

important aspect: While never mentioned, the ‘importation’ of anti-Semitism alluded to 

is the immigration of Muslims and their values. Far from only expressing concern about 

anti-Semitism, a fear is expressed about how European values will evolve. The drawing 

on ‘imported anti-Semitism’ is then also a questioning of identity, and clearly both 

countries seem to be unsure about the steadiness of the construct their identity is built 

on. 

 

It is surprising that Holocaust memory, on a national level, is not used more to contain 

populism in the political institutions. In fact, the mention of only one populist party in 

the German commemoration shows that political criticism is purposefully not exercised 

in this context. In contrast, in January 2019, the AfD-fraction of the Bavarian 

Parliament walked out of the room during the speech of Charlotte Knobloch- who was 

also delivering a speech in the European Parliament in this year- as she has explicitly 

criticized the party. She stated that: “Today and here a party is represented, which 

(…)[sic] plays down the crimes of the national socialists and has close connections to 

                                                             
217“Ein ‘importiertes’ Problem,” Tageschau.de, 6 June 2019, accessed 7 July 2019, 
https://www.tagesschau.de/faktenfinder/antisemitismus-161.html. 
218Arn Strohmeyer, “‘Importierter Antisemitismus‘: Die inszenierte Hysterie,” NEX24.news, 1 May 2018, 
accessed 7 July 2019, https://nex24.news/2018/05/importierter-antisemitismus-die-inszenierte-hysterie/. 
“Die erregte Debatte in Deutschland über angeblich zunehmenden Antisemitismus belegt, wie wenig die 
Deutschen ihre Vergangenheit aufgearbeitet haben und wie tabuisiert und unehrlich das Verhältnis zu 
Israel ist.” 
219Dani Kranz, “Plädoyer für den Alloismus: Historische Kontinuitäten, Zeitgeist und transkultureller 
Antisemitismus,” Mitte-Studien (2018): 215. 

https://www.tagesschau.de/faktenfinder/antisemitismus-161.html
https://nex24.news/2018/05/importierter-antisemitismus-die-inszenierte-hysterie/
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the right-wing extremists milieu”.220 This might hint at more freedom of regional 

commemoration to steer the discourse into more controversial waters. This task is given 

to guest speakers: Similar to the speech of Knobloch, the Austrian author Michael 

Köhlmeier heavily criticized the FPÖ in 2018. Of course, as commemorative events, 

there are limits of engaging with political arguments. The question is, that if the HCDs 

are meant to serve as warning against racism and anti-Semitism, if it is efficient and 

sufficient for the politicians to warn against using ‘right-wing language’. If these events 

were meant to be purely addressed to the nation, internal political developments would 

be discussed much more in detail, and so they should be. The ‘AfD-walkout’ happened 

during the first legislative period of this party in the Bavarian Parliament, raising the 

question of how public Holocaust commemoration will be influenced by the change 

inside the Parliament in the future.  

The year 2015 as a turning point in German commemoration 

The year of 2015 seems to show a turn in memory culture in Germany as a greater focus 

is laid on refugees and expulsion. This focus, however, is not expanded on the primary 

HCD, but explored on a different public holiday introduced in this year. I speak of a 

turning point in the commemoration because the topic of German expellees has been a 

difficult one and is thus not included on the HCD and because, in this instance, the 

political argumentation is built on the presupposition that Germans were victims, too. It 

is of course no coincidence that it was re-introduced in 2015. As the government states 

on their website, this “‘commemorative day for the victims of flight and expulsion’ will 

in the future commemorate the victims of flight and expulsion worldwide and especially 

the German expellees. Thus it will be made clear, that the will and the strength for 

conciliation and a new beginning, the joint construction and solidarity are the 

fundament in the society, in which Germany today offers a home to people from 190 

nations”.221 It is evident that the focus on the German suffering is supposed to facilitate 

                                                             
220Eva Lell and Till Erdtracht, “Knobloch-Kritik an der AfD – Abgeordnete verlassen Gedenkfeier,” 31 
January 2019, accessed 7 July 2019, 
https://www.br.de/nachrichten/bayern/knobloch-kritik-an-der-afd-abgeordnete-verlassen-
gedenkfeier,RFyC3en. 
“Heute und hier ist eine Partei vertreten, die [...] die Verbrechen der Nationalsozialisten verharmlost und 
enge Verbindungen ins rechtsextreme Milieu unterhält.“‘Die Partei gründe ihre Politik auf Hass und 
Ausgrenzung und’ steht nicht nur für mich nicht auf dem Boden unserer Verfassung.” 
221“20. Juni wird Gedenktag für Opfer von Flucht und Vertreibung,” Bundesministerium des Innern, für 
Bau und Heimat, 27 August 2014, accessed 7 July 2019. 
https://www.bmi.bund.de/SharedDocs/kurzmeldungen/DE/2014/08/gedenktag-fuer-die-opfer-von-flucht-
und-vertreibung.html. 

https://www.br.de/nachrichten/bayern/knobloch-kritik-an-der-afd-abgeordnete-verlassen-gedenkfeier,RFyC3en
https://www.br.de/nachrichten/bayern/knobloch-kritik-an-der-afd-abgeordnete-verlassen-gedenkfeier,RFyC3en
https://www.bmi.bund.de/SharedDocs/kurzmeldungen/DE/2014/08/gedenktag-fuer-die-opfer-von-flucht-und-vertreibung.html
https://www.bmi.bund.de/SharedDocs/kurzmeldungen/DE/2014/08/gedenktag-fuer-die-opfer-von-flucht-und-vertreibung.html
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understanding among Germans for refugees from other countries, and for the political 

policies allowing refugees to come to Germany. Not having explored the topic of 

German expulsion greatly in the commemoration so far, I however doubt that it can 

foster understanding among the contemporary society. The German experience of 

expulsions after Second World War is used as an interpretative ‘anchor’ for the refugee 

crisis in 2015. It is not uncommon for European countries to use their experience from 

the Second Wold War as an ‘anchor’.222 As the Austrian government, with a rather 

right-wing attitude towards refugees, had a very different stance from the German 

government towards refugees, it is no surprise that they do not justify the acceptance of 

refugees through Holocaust memory. Bauböck argues that in Austria, “all great 

immigrations of the twentieth century have been treated as ‘special cases,’ and this 

permitted the maintenance of the mental boundary that defines the nation”.223 Similarly, 

the refugee crisis of 2015 and the post-war expulsion of Germans are framed as special 

cases in the German discourse. In the end, both countries seem to have constructed their 

nations as non-immigration-countries.  

Holocaust Commemoration Day as European day? 

It is interesting how both countries navigate between national commemoration and the 

European dimension of the Holocaust. Besides being used to reflect on the nation’s past 

and future, the HCD is used to proclaim support for the EU and European integration. 

However, the main difference is that Austrian commemoration also exhibits moments of 

national pride or even patriotism. This may be shown through using metaphors of the 

Austrian country as living being, or through having the speakers stand in front of an 

Austrian flag covering the whole wall and ending the event with the national anthem. 

Similarly, the focus on contributing positively to the EU shows that Austrian identity is 

constructed in a different way than the German one, which still seems to be ‘recovering’ 

by steering clear from any unnecessary self-flattery.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
“Am ‘Gedenktag für die Opfer von Flucht und Vertreibung‘ wird künftig der weltweiten Opfer von 
Flucht und Vertreibung und insbesondere der deutschen Vertriebenen gedacht. Hierdurch wird deutlich 
gemacht, dass der Wille und die Kraft zu Versöhnung und Neuanfang, der gemeinsame Aufbau und 
Zusammenhalt in der Gesellschaft das Fundament bilden, auf dem Deutschland heute Menschen aus 190 
Nationen eine Heimat bietet.” 
222Anna Maria Droumpouki, “Trivialization of World War Two and Shoah in Greece: uses, misuses and 
analogies in light of the current debt crisis,” Journal of Contemporary European Studies 21, no. 2 (2013). 
223Bauböck, “Constructing the boundaries of the Volk,” 246. 
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It seems that while the European idea is propagated, this message might be spread more 

among the political elite, also of other countries, as these seem to be among main 

recipients of the speeches. Further, the HCDs do not seem to have been established as 

an important day for television channels yet. Richardson similarly states that “marking 

this day has not yet become established in the commemorative calendar of British 

broadcasters”.224 It seems then if European memory is to be disseminated via national 

commemoration, this would have to be changed. The German government indeed seems 

to be working on this front: In 2019, they have, for the first time, streamed their event 

on YouTube.  

 

Further, if one considers the geographical locations mentioned in the speeches, it 

becomes clear that while the memory sites are sometimes the same (Auschwitz), more 

often than not they are dissimilar. Austria with its strong focus on its regions and on 

Mauthausen is likely to differ not only from German but other public commemoration 

discourses which center around Auschwitz. It was mentioned earlier that choosing the 

day of liberation of Mauthausen as HCD might point to an attempt of nationalizing this 

day and eventually the experience of the Holocaust. Since most prisoners of 

Mauthausen were not Austrian, it on one hand means focussing rather on a transnational 

narrative. On the other hand, Hammerstein elaborates that Mauthausen was important 

for “the narrative of the fight for freedom and the martyrology of Austria”.225 This fits 

with the Austrian emblem, which shows an eagle breaking the chains.226 Of course one 

could point here to the various other nations using such symbolism, Hungary and 

Poland for example, which shows how important Holocaust memory is for the 

contemporary self-image of nations and that a focus on the victimhood narrative is 

preferred over a more nuanced narrative. In the end, the discourse suggests that while 

there is a focus on how the Austrian national experienced the Holocaust and how they 

are dealing with the specific sides of it in their country (thus claiming the memory of it), 

the European dimension is never neglected and likely even used to show that this 

history is not specific to Austria.  

                                                             
224Richardson, “’Broadcast to mark Holocaust Memorial Day’: Mass-mediated Holocaust 
commemoration on British television and radio,” European Journal of Communication 33, no. 5 (2018): 
519. 
225Hammerstein, Gemeinsame Vergangenheit – getrennte Erinnerung?, 60. “Hohe Bedeutung für die 

Erzählung von Freiheitskampf und Martyologie Österreichs kam dem ehemaligen Konzentrationslager 
Mauthausen zu…” 
226Ibid., 61. 
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Consequences of constructed national image out of historical memory in a European 

order: Double tracked commemoration 

The comparison between Austrian and German commemoration showed above 

everything else how much the national image, which has been cultivated through 

memory, determines the contemporary commemoration and political culture. Austria’s 

heritage is seen in a very positive light abroad, allowing the country to put stronger 

emphasis on themselves as a valuable contributor abroad and to the EU in the 

commemoration. Germany, contrarily, with its historical tendencies to put themselves 

above other countries, holds a very constrained commemoration as there is a danger of 

coming across as too dominant when German influence abroad or its- ironically very 

powerful- position in the EU is displayed. As Cohen puts it: “Ironically, under this new 

European identity, Germans as an ethnicity within European nationality have come to 

enjoy demographic and economic hegemony over Europe that an ideology of race and 

Aryan supremacy as well as Bismarck in the 19th century could not deliver”.227 It then 

seems in the interest of the German memory regime to continue to enforce a narrative of 

contrition to make it clear that Germany has not just learnt from the past but also has no 

intention of abusing its newly gained power. This power, in the discourse, is almost 

undermined and up to 2015 a picture of a rather ‘small’ country still learning has been 

painted. In 2015, there is a notion to focus on German achievements to argue that the 

intake of refugees is not as problematic as it might seem. Here begins an ambivalent 

narrative of assuring the international audience that German power is constrained and 

re-assuring the internal audience that Germany is more powerful than they might think. 

Subsequently, it is attempted to distract from or even forget “the notion of a ‘special 

(historical) path’ (Sonderweg)” by focussing on the special path the country has taken 

post-1945.228 As Kallis puts it:  

 
During the first half of the twentieth century, anyone who sought fresh 
evidence about this alleged exceptionalism could point to the 
multifaceted record of German aggressive political, colonial, economic, 
and particularly military pursuits: the official European narrative of 
German ‘sole responsibility’ for World War I (enshrined in Article 231 

of the Versailles Treaty), fuelled by Lebensraum expansionism and 
global hegemonic aspirations; the collapse of the Weimar democratic 
experiment in the early 1930s and the descent into totalitarianism; a new 
wave of brutal and uncompromising territorial expansionism under the 

                                                             
227Cohen, The Germans, 61-62. 
228Kallis, “Landscapes of ‘Othering’ in Postwar and Contemporary Germany.” 
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Nazi regime; and, eventually, Germany's role in provoking, radicalising, 
and extending World War II.229 
 

Further, as many processes are deeply linked in the EU, German commemoration 

cannot elaborate on certain aspects, such as restitution payments, considering that some 

EU member states have started demanding more reparations from the country. The same 

is true for the economic crisis: Anti-German discourse had developed in countries such 

as Greece, with media in some instances specifically comparing the current situation 

with the Nazi occupation.230 For German politicians to mention their role in the 

economic crisis might then be difficult, especially as it is the country (economically) 

benefiting most from the EU. The refugee crisis, although a difficult situation, actually 

provided Germany with an opportunity to improve its reputation. As one of the 

countries opening its borders to refugees and taking in a very high number, it is not just 

a chance to demonstrate the reliability of the country, but also one of the only instances 

in which the German refugees and expellees could be focussed on. These aspects point 

to dual-track nature of public commemoration: While officially the nation is being 

addressed and both countries undoubtedly use the occasion to form national identity, the 

commemoration is ultimately not only also directed at the international audience, but 

more than that constrained or, in the Austrian case, given leeway to be developed in any 

chosen direction. German commemoration seems to be directed towards an international 

audience more extensively than Austrian commemoration. The speeches are used to 

testify that the German nation is aware of its mistakes and has learnt from them, now 

having become a reliable partner. This also explains that European challenges impact 

national commemoration differently, as the discourse is shaped according to the 

(external) audience.  

 

The impact of European challenges on the national public commemoration then depends 

on the image which has been created about the country abroad out of historical memory 

and the European frame pre-defines ‘rules’ of national commemoration. Olick mentions 

the constraints, however, without putting emphasis of the effect of a transnational 

memory on this process: “German political culture […] is powerfully constrained by the 

dominant and heretofore unquestionable interpretation of the Holocaust as a special 

                                                             
229Ibid. 
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burden for Germany”.231 As one could assume, the Austrian political culture is under 

some constraints as well, however, due to their ambiguous role during the Holocaust, 

their way of dealing with this past, and the cultivation of a positive national image, to a 

lesser extent. As the sanctions in 2001 showed, it also does not accept constraints as 

much as Germany, which seems to restrain itself in order to keep its position in the EU. 

Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the findings of the analysis and concluded that while there are 

similarities in their commemoration, the differences in the political arguments 

formulated and how transnational factors influence the discourse were partially extreme. 

More than the specific politicians holding the speeches, the bigger picture determined 

the discourse: The national image abroad and thus the constraints on German 

commemoration were obvious. As a result, one can question the possibilities of public 

commemoration to reflect an honest debate which actually mirrors the societies’ 

opinions.  

 

 

  

                                                             
231Olick, The Politics of Regret, 52. 
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Conclusions 

This study was able to contribute to the research gap in public Holocaust 

commemoration by comparing the speeches held on HCDs in Austria and Germany. 

Some fundamental differences were detected. For instance, photo material suggests that 

the German events have a more sombre tone, while the Austrian events appear to 

exhibit a more positive, celebratory note. Additionally, the German discourse 

distinguishes itself through a heavy the reliance on the use of logetic strategies, meaning 

that speakers formulate political arguments based on facts and thus focus on a logical 

appeal. Austrian speakers show a more significant use of ethetic strategies, alluding to 

the fact that commemoration is framed as a more emotional, personal issue. This also 

allows the Austrian discourse to include more patriotic elements, both in the speeches 

and the context of the speeches. Further, while the different length of tenure and the fact 

that speeches in the Austrian case were held both by the Nationalrats- and 

Bundesratspräsident results in more continuity in the German case, for instance the 

focus on different victim groups, inter alia, accounted for inconsistencies in the 

discourse. Keywords which have been used in both discourses, namely synonyms for 

the Third Reich and Holocaust, are relatively consistent and almost interchangeable in 

both countries, pointing to at least linguistically overlapping narratives. However, the 

case of the usage of the word Machtergreifung, for example, which was criticised as 

NS-vocabulary in another year in the German discourse, shows that there is still 

uncertainty in some regards to which language to use in the commemoration. The 

Austrian discourse diverges from the German one by focussing on the role of women 

during the Holocaust and the function of their national fund for restitution payments. In 

fact, it is very evident that the funds raised are seen as a way of paying off some of the 

Austrian guilt. Moreover, this aspect is used to distinguish the Austrian way of 

‘handling the past’ from the German one. The German speakers rarely mention 

restitution payments, especially in the second half of the analysed time frame. This 

could be due to the sensitivity of German restitution payments, as some countries are 

still demanding reparation payments.  

 

In general, there is an ambiguity in both countries as both explicitly accept the (partial) 

guilt, however distance the broad population from the guilt and from national socialism 

in the past and anti-Semitism in the present. This was interpreted as an attempt to 

balance a positive national identity with the negative founding event of the republic. 
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Taking this to the European dimension, it points to the difficulty of basing European 

identity on the Holocaust as founding myth. While both discourses framed the EU as a 

necessity and duty of the countries, the focus on mediating shared European values 

sometimes fell short. Furthermore, the Austrian discourse shows a tendency to 

recognize their positive contribution to the EU, while the German discourse in contrast 

shows gratefulness to be in the EU and be seen as a reliable partner by other countries. 

This is done to understate the power of Germany within the EU and distract from any 

continuities between the German Sonderweg and its post-war development. 

Furthermore, by framing the Holocaust as a catastrophe, the German and Austrian 

countries as perpetrators are rather often included in the victim category. This shows the 

blessing and curse of a European memory: Creating a common experience also means 

taking away from binary perpetrator-victim relations. Accusations of Germans 

distancing themselves through taking on a European identity seem to prove true in a 

way, with the one exception that awareness of the historical guilt serves to distract from 

Germany’s current powerful position in the EU. The German political culture is 

obviously very constrained by its past. In contrast, both the positive Austrian image 

abroad and their current less-powerful position enable the memory makers to enforce a 

narrative of positive self-pride, including cultural achievements of the country. Besides 

this topic and the drawing on Weizsäcker’s contrition narrative, the differences between 

Austria and Germany are emphasized to construct a separate identity. 

 

It was shown that in some instances transnational challenges influenced the 

commemorative discourses similarly, and in others not. The economic crisis hardly 

influenced the German speeches, likely due to sensitivity of the topic. German leaders 

were debating the Sparpolitik, which was hotly debated in the countries most impacted 

by it, for instance Greece. The fact that the economic crisis is compared with the 

situation in 1933 in the Austrian discourse is a stark contrast to the distance established 

to the NS-past in the discourse, but it ultimately also fits within the narrative of the 

population being ‘seduced’ by Hitler. In general, it is surprising that both countries 

show referral to this narrative. While the EU-enlargement prompted speakers to 

explicitly support European integration, it does not seem to change the focus towards 

the new accession countries. Poland and the Czech Republic, specifically, are part of the 

discourses, but very inconsistently. The refugee crisis is visible in both discourses, 

especially through the mentioning of ‘imported anti-Semitism’. The latter is framed as a 
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threat to the tolerant and democratic society, and partially shows similarity to right-wing 

discourse. However, the German discourse softens the aspect by also mentioning that 

migrants can find their home in Germany if they drop anti-Semitic attitudes. The year 

2015 indeed marks a turning point in German public commemoration, as a newly 

established commemorative day for refugees focuses on German victimhood after 

WW2. The question arises, why this cannot be part of the HCDs. The analysis of HCDs 

also shows very clearly the struggle of establishing a national identity in the two 

countries after WW2. Both chose to construct identity through constitutional patriotism 

and continue to choose to exclude certain aspects from the commemoration discourse. 

The occupation of Allies, for instance, seems to have been a convenient detail to forget 

in order to highlight the self-construction of the republics and hence of their own 

identity. This study thus showed that the national particularities and historical and 

political realities draw lines between the national commemoration. Findings of previous 

studies on German and Austrian commemoration could only in part be affirmed. In fact, 

while the commemoration showed parallels and analogies, including the factor of 

external impact in this study showed that there are fundamental differences. The fact 

that Germans and Austrians were hardly part of the other country’s discourse was 

interpreted either as a sign of acknowledging the common experience and closeness of 

the countries, or as a strategy to avoid the topic of the more ambiguous role of Austria 

in German discourse.  

 

Finally, returning to the quote with which I chose to begin this thesis, it seems that 

indeed the Austrian government officials have focussed a great deal on branding their 

nation as one bringing forward bright minds and contributing positively to the EU. 

However, they also acknowledge that cultural achievements go beyond the Austrian-

German border, hinting at the acceptance of a common heritage, both the positive and 

negative aspects. In fact, considering their different paths of dealing with the past, the 

commemoration discourse of the last 19 years has proved to show similar tendencies as 

consequence of transnational challenges, and similar themes which are drawn on. The 

narratives are hence clearly inter-active. This thesis has demonstrated that Austrian 

public commemoration has benefited, in contrast to the German case, from a carefully 

cultivated, positive national image which has prevailed abroad. The German public 

commemoration, contrarily, continues to be under strong constraints, thus limiting the 

potential to construct a positive national image. These constraints, however, have also 
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contributed to the containment of populism in the political culture for a longer time than 

in Austria. Considering that Holocaust memory is the foundation of European identity 

and that populist parties have already been attacking national narratives, it will be 

important to continue to monitor public Holocaust commemoration in European 

countries in the future.  
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Appendix (I) 

 
Figure 1: Austrian Parliament first setting232 

                                                             
232Parlamentsdirektion, “Gedenkveranstaltung gegen Gewalt und Rassismus im Gedenken an die 
Opfer des Nationalsozialismus. Grußworte von Bundesratspräsident Ingo Appé (S). Blick Richtung 
VeranstaltungsteilnehmerInnen,” accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://www.parlament.gv.at/SERV/FOTO/VER/852982/index.shtml?backurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.p
arlament.gv.at%2FPERK%2FNRBRBV%2FFGBK%2FGEWRASS%2Findex.shtml#. 
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Figure 2: Second setting of commemoration in Austrian Parliament233 

                                                             
233Parlamentsdirektion, “Gedenkveranstaltung gegen Gewalt und Rassismus im Gedenken an die 
Opfer des Nationalsozialismus. Blick Richtung VeranstaltungsteilnehmerInnen,” accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://www.parlament.gv.at/SERV/FOTO/VER/731240/index.shtml?backurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.p
arlament.gv.at%2FPERK%2FNRBRBV%2FFGBK%2FGEWRASS%2Findex.shtml#. 
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Figure 3: Entry into the Austrian Parliament of the four main speakers in 2011234  

                                                             
234Parlamentsdirektion, “Gedenktag gegen Gewalt und Rassismus im Gedenken an die Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus. v.li.: Gottfried Kneifel - Präsident des Bundesrates, Dr. Heinz Fischer - 
Bundespräsident mit Ehefrau Margit und Mag.a Barbara Prammer – Nationalratspräsidentin,” accessed 12 
July 2019. 
https://www.parlament.gv.at/SERV/FOTO/VER/525261/index.shtml?backurl=/PERK/NRBRBV/FGBK/
GEWRASS/index.shtml#. 
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Figure 4: Austrian flag as background: an exception235 

 

 
Figure 5: Commemoration in the German Parliament236 

                                                             
235Parlamentsdirektion, “Gedenktag gegen Gewalt und Rassismus. Bundesratspräsident Manfred 
Gruber,” accessed 12 July 2019, 
https://www.parlament.gv.at/SERV/FOTO/VER/231428/index.shtml?backurl=/PERK/NRBRBV/FGBK/
GEWRASS/index.shtml#. 
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Figure 6: Angela Merkel, Frank-Walter Steinmeier and guest speakers in the first 
row237 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                   
236Deutscher Bundestag, “Bundestag gedenkt am 27. Januar der Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” 
accessed 12 July 2019, https://www.bundestag.de/dokumente/textarchiv/2017/kw03-gedenkstunde-
488616. 
237Der Bundespräsident, “Teilnahme an der Gedenkstunde des Deutschen Bundestages zum Tag des 
Gedenkens an die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus,” accessed 12 July 2019, 
 http://www.bundespraesident.de/SharedDocs/Termine/DE/Frank-Walter-Steinmeier/2018/01/180131-
Bundestag-Gedenkstunde.html. 

Kat Geiselmann <katiegeiselmann@gmail.com>
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Appendix (II) 

List of speakers on the HCD in the Austrian Parliament 

Year Politicians Guest speakers Location Notes 
2019 Ingo Appe 

(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
SPÖ)  

Karoline Edtstadler 
(State 
secretary in the 
Federal 
Ministry for 
the Interior, 
ÖVP)  

Wolfgang Sobotka 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

Bassam Tibi (Professor 
for international 
relations)  

Mag. Hannah Lessing 

“Zeremoniensaal der 
Hofburg“ 

 

2018 Reinhard Todt 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
SPÖ) 

Wolfgang Sobotka 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

Michael 
Köhlmeier (Author) 

“Zeremoniensaal der 
Hofburg“ 

 

2017 Sonja Ledl-
Rossmann 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Doris Bures 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Gertrude Schneider 
(Holocaust 
survivor) 

“Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2016 Josef Saller 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Doris Bures 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Marko Feingold 
(Holocaust 
survivor) 

“Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2015 Sonja Zwazl 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Doris Bures 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Dr. Christine Nöstlinger “Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2014 Michael Lampel 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
SPÖ)  

Barbara Prammer 
(President of 
the Federal 

Karl Schwarzenberg 
(former Czech 
Foreign Minister) 

“Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 
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Council, SPÖ) 
2013    No records of 

commemorative
event 

2012 Gregor Hammerl 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Barbara Prammer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Brigitte Bailer (Director 
of documentary 
archive of the 
Austrian resistance) 

Brigitte Kepplinger 
(Vice-director of 
the Club Verein 
Schloss Hartheim 

“Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2011 Gottfried Kneifel 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Barbara Prammer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

 “Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2010 Barbara Prammer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Fritz Neugebauer 
(Second 
President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

Peter Mitterer 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
FPÖ) 

Wladyslaw 
Bartoszewski 
(former Polish 
ForeignMinister) 

“Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2009 Barbara Prammer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Harald 
Reisenberger, 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
SPÖ) 

Fritz Neugebauer 
(Second 
President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

Heinz Fischer 
(Federal 
President) 

 “Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2008 Barbara Prammer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Helmuth Kritzinger 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

 “Reichsratssitzungssaal”  

2007 Barabara Prammer 
(President of 

Oliver Rathkolb 
(Historian) 

“Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 

Speakers stand in 
front of big 
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the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

 Manfred Gruber 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
SPÖ) 

Parlaments” Austrian flag (in 
other years only 
one Austrian and 
one EU flag on 
the sides of the 
stage) 

2006 Barbara Prammer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ)  

Andreas Khol 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

Thomas Prinzhorn 
(Third 
President of 
the Federal 
Council, FPÖ) 

Leaders of the political 
fractions 

“Sitzungssaal des 
Nationalrates” 

 

2005 Andreas Khol 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

Georg Pehm 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
SPÖ) 

 

Stuart Eizenstat (former 
Vice-
ForeignMinister 
and 
SpecialRepresentati
ve of the USA for 
restitution 
questions) 

“Sitzungssaal des 
Nationalrates” 

 

2004 Jürgen Weiss 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Andreas Khol 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

Rudolf Sarközi (Chair 
of the ethnic group 
advisory panel of 
the Roma) 

Data not available  

2003 Herwig Hoesele 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Andreas Khol 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, ÖVP) 

 “Historischer 
Sitzungssaal des 
Parlaments” 

 

2002 Herwig Hoesele 
(President of 
the Bundesrat, 
ÖVP) 

Heinz Fischer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

 Data not available Playing of national 
anthem at the 
end of event 

2001 Heinz Fischer 
(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

 “Redoutensaal der 
Wiener Hofburg” 

No agreement was 
reached about 
the program of 
the event which 
resulted in re-
location outside 
of Parliament 

2000 Heinz Fischer Wladyslaw   
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(President of 
the Federal 
Council, SPÖ) 

Bartoszewsk 
(Former Polish 
Foreign Minister) 

 

List of speakers on the HCD in the German Parliament 

Year Speakers Guest speakers Location Notes 
2019 Wolfgang Schäuble 

(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Saul Friedländer (Israeli 
historian, author, 
Holocaust survivor) 

Bundestag  

2018 Wolfgang Schäuble 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Anita Lasker-Wallfisch MBE 
(German-British cellist 
and survivor of the 
Mädchenorchesters of 
Auschwitz 

Bundestag  

2017 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

 

Sigrid Falkenstein (publicist, 
niece of a victim of 
‚euthanasia‘-murder) and 
Dr. Hartmut Traub 
(philosopher, nephew of a 
victim of ‘euthansia’-
murder) 

Bundestag  

2016 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Ruth Klüger (US-American 
literature scientists and 
author, Holocaust 
survivor)  

Bundestag  

2015 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Joachim Gauck 
(Bundespräsident, without 
party affiliation) 

Bundestag  

2014 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Daniil Granin (Russian 
author)  

Bundestag  

2013 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Inge Deutschkron (journalist 
and author, Holocaust 
survivor) 

Bundestag  

2012 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Marcel Reich-Ranicki 
(literature critic, 
Holocaust survivor) 

Bundestag  

2011 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Zoni Weisz (florist, Dutch 
Holocaust survivor, 
representative of the Sinti 
and Roma) 

Bundestag  

2010 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Shimon Peres (Israeli state 
president) and Prof. Dr. 
Feliks Tych (Polish 
historian) 

Bundestag  

2009 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Horst Köhler 
(Bundespräsident, CDU) 

Bundestag  

2008 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Lenka Reinerová (Czech 
author) 

Bundestag  

2007 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Imre Kertész (Hungarian 
author, Holocaust 
survivor)  

Bundestag  

2006 Norbert Lammert 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, CDU) 

Ernst Cramer (publicist, 
prisoner in Buchenwald)  

Bundestag  
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2005 Wolfgang Thierse 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, SPD)  

Prof. Dr. Arno Lustiger 
(historian, Holocaust 
survivor) 

Bundestag  

2004 Wolfgang Thierse 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, SPD) 

Simone Veil (French 
politician, former 
president of the European 
Parliament, Holocaust 
survivor) 

Bundestag  

2003 Wolfgang Thierse 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, SPD) 

Jorge Semprún (Spanish 
author and former 
prisoner in Buchenwald)  

Bundestag  

2002 Wolfgang Thierse 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, SPD) 

Prof. Dr. Bronisław Geremek 
(former Polish Foreign 
Minister and Holcoaust 
survivor) 

Bundestag  

2001 Wolfgang Thierse 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, SPD)  

Johannes Rau 
(Bundespräsident, SPD) 

Bundestag  

2000 Wolfgang Thierse 
(Bundestagspräsiden
t, SPD)  

Elie Wiesel (author and 
Holocaust survivor) 

Bundestag  

 


